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The purpose of this research was to determine whether
a study skills and counselling course would significantly
affect the grades of participating students. Subjects were
sixty Form IV students.Groups of thirty students were formed
using a random technique. The experimental group received a
twenty-hour course on study skills and behaviour self control
techniques. The control group received no treatment. The
sessions were held twice a week for five consecutive weeks.
Academic achievement was measured by pre and post tests of
English Comprehension and Biology. Analysis of covariance
and t-test were utilized. Findings indicated that the experi-
mental group achieved higher academic performance than did
the control group. Recommendations made as a result of this
research included: (1) that a study skills course be offered
to Form I students on entering secondary school (2) that
students with probable academic difficulty be required to
take it (3)that other students who desire such a course be
given the opportunity to take it (4) that a new Inspectorate
Section be established in the Education Department to give
guidance on development and implementation of such a course
(5)that a curriculum with detail syllabus be provided for
schools to follow (6) that better library service be avail-
able to students on this subject (7) that study skills should
be'incorporated with counselling techniques (8) that further
researches be conducted along the same line.
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Studies of school achievement indicate that about
one-quarter of a given student population are underachievers
(Dizney 1963 Kowitz Armstrong 1961). A major reason for
students' undeveloped potentialities may be in their lack
of learning strategies. It is not an infrequent occurrence
that students, who spend inordinate amounts of time
memorizing study materials, are still barely getting by*
Such an individual's personal, emotional, and social
development may suffer from the pressures created by the
use of relatively inefficient learning strategies.
Most students do not know whether their study
habits and attitudes are effective, or whether there are
other techniques that would yield better achievement.
Results of the administration of an extensive learning
strategy by Dansereau, Long, McDonald & Atkinson (1975)
indicated that even good students have very little
knowledge of alternative learning techniques. This is
mainly because they were not given the opportunity to
explore various study techniques and were not assisted in
acquiring positive attitudes toward study. In fact, many
students who regard themselves as being average or low
intellectually, may have undeveloped capabilities because
they have not learned appropriate study techniques for
dealing with information.
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Teachers are inclined to tell students what to
learn but they generally neglect to instruct students
about how to learn. The-assumption that the abilities
involved in learning are either innate or naturally
acquired is probably fallacious. Although many children
and adults may acquire effective intellectual skills as
a function of their individual experiences nevertheless,
the schools-do little to systematize or to universalize
these experiences.
One possible answer to this problem will be
presented in this thesis, To solve the problem of under-
achievement and to ease the psychological pressures on
students, schools should include a well-planned training
programme on How To Study in their curriculum. Students
should be taught to be more.effective learners, independent
of specific subject matter. This should also reduce the
need for expensive instructional support and for remedial
loops in academic courses.
In 1975 when the writer was studying a post-
graduate course on.Guidance and Counselling at Reading
University in England, she had an opportunity to participate
in a study skills course organized and conducted 'by Tony
Buzan. The writer then attempted to teach a translated
version of Buzan's study skills to students in Hong Kong.
Students were interested in learning them. She then
ecpanded on the study skills and incorporated- counselling
techniques with them. Much of the inspiration in developing
the Learn How To Study manual came from renoed authorities
3in different aspects of learning strategies such as
Francis P. Robinson, Harry Maddox, Samuel Smith, and others.
Formative evaluations were conducted by asking students to
respond to evaluation forms, to express their opinions
about the course.
The course of study was presented to several
groups of secondary school students but the effects were
not evaluated e She would also like to investigate whether
the observed positive effects might be due to other
experiences, acquired through time, or to natural growth.
This prompted the design of this study, to assess the
effectiveness of this procedure to improve learning
strategies. The evaluation of the study programme in this
research may provide a framework for the interactive tasks
associated with effective learning. And, it is hoped that
this study could then identify more specific details.
4II THE STUDY AND ITS SETTING
A The need for the-study,
Study skills are not systematically taught to
students in Hong Kong. In fact, only a few schools attempt
these fundamental aspects of learning as part of a remedial
counselling programme, or extra-curricular activities.
Nevertheless the majority of schools completely neglect
this problem. Despite the fact that students report
difficulties with their studies, more often than they
report other types of problems*
The provision of a properly planned Study Skills
and Counselling Course to all the students is to aim at
accentuating the positive habits and attitudes of the
students and eliminating the negative* A student can
maintain his place in c lass on the basis of intelligence
and effort. But if he could learn a method of study, his
work would seem much easier and his performance could be
much improved. Moreover, his attitude, toward study would
become more positive.
The implication is that it is desirable for every
student to learn study skills as part of the curriculum,
so that he will be motivated in his studies use his time
more effectively select important ideas quickly and
achieve to his full capacity.
5B The purpose of the study
In view of the contradictory findings in studies
on eliminating or minimizing underachievement (Broedel et al
1960 Robyak Downey 1979 Hill Grienecke,1966 Hawkins
Bartlett 1978) experimental studies are needed wherein the
instructional treatments to induce students' academic
behaviour are specified. The treatment conditions should
be specific and direct to allow replication by ordinary
teachers without specific training in remedial teaching or
in counselling techniques.
This study was an attempt to bring together
diverse study skills and counselling techniques within a
short period of time in one set of treatments, to improve
scholastic behaviour,
The primary aim of this study was to induce
academic achievement behaviour in secondary school students.
This general aim is expressed in ,the following specific
objectives:
(1) to improve students' study habits.
(2) to improve students' study attitudes
i.e. arouse their motivation to
achieve.
(3) to induce improvement on academic
achievement as reflected by the test
marks of school subjects*
This study is important because it attempts to
combine study skills with counselling theories of behavioural
self-control techniques.
6C Assumptions of the study
The key assumptions of this study are s
(1) Ineffective-and inefficient study behaviour
results from poor study skills and habits.
(2) By applying sound study skills, students can
make their study behaviour more effective and
efficient. Therefore, i.t_-is,.equally
important to give guidance to students about
useful techniques of studying.
(3) It is important to have the support strategies
(behavioural self-control techniques) to allow
the primary strategies (study skills) to be
carried out efficiently and effectively. The
support strategies will also include techniques
for establishing the appropriate learning
attitudes,' methods for coping with loss- of
concentration due to distractions techniques
for monitoring and reinforcing the ongoing
primary strategies.
D The Hypotheses and Predictions
The rationale of this study is based on the theory
that academic achievement can be enhanced by a programme of
study skills and counselling* This study seeks to confirm
the following hypotheses and predictions.
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Hypothesis 1- A planned study skills and counselling
programme is effective in improving the academic
achievement of secondary school students in their English
subjects. A prediction derived from this hypothesis is:
Prediction 1- Students who have received a planned
intervention of study skills and group and individual
counselling programme will score higher on the English
Comprehension (as an example of arts subjects) post-test
than students in the control group.
Hypothesis 2- A planned study skills and counselling
programme is effective in improving the academic achievement
of secondary school students in their science subjects.
A prediction derived from this hypothesis is
Prediction 2- Students who have received planned interven-
tion of study skills and group and individual counselling
will score higher at the Biology (as an example of science
subjects) post-test than students in' the control group.
E Limitations
(1) The study will be limited to a small sample of
students in one secondary school, because the
.treatment is time-consuming and individual
attention is necessary.
(2) There is no intention to generalize the findings
of this study to the entire secondary school
population. It is hoped that the effectiveness
of this programme can be demonstrated to other
investigators who can in turn try out the
programme in their own school settings.
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(3) The study will not analyze sex differences due
to the small size of the sample.
(4) The study is intended as an intensive programme
for 5 weeks. The short-term effect is the primary
concern. The long term effect over somesters or
school years will not be assessed.
(5) The study is limited to achievement measures of
English Comprehension and Biology because English
Comprehension is generally taken as the basis of
language learning, and Biology is the science
subject in which both understanding and organization
of test materials are required.
F Definition of terms
Study Skills
A study skill, is a technique or method used to
learn. Methods for spotting main ideas in reading and
for memorizing a foreign language vocabulary are study
skills.. The study skills taught in the training course
are: spotting key words and ideas, underlining, pattern
note-taking and organic study method.
Pattern Notes
Pattern notes also known as brain patterns is the
name devised by Tony Buzan in his book Use your Head
(1974) for diagramatic presentation of sequential ideas
in key words/phrases. Besides for recording facts and
ideas, it is also an excellent way to organize thoughts
before writing a paper or presenting a talk. Pattern
notes exploit the fact that our mind jumps from idea
9to idea in a non-linear manner. Pattern notes show the
relational linkages between these ideas. In pattern notes
the suu ject or main theme is written in the centre of a
plain sheet of paper and box in. Next the key issues are
written along-side the subject box, in any position, above
a line joining them to the box. Thinking further about
the issues produces sub-issues and these are added on as
branches beyond the first major issues. Thus the pattern
expands until all that is necessary for the purpose have
been recorded. Some issues may be inter-linked. So the
general principle of the layout of a set of pattern notes
is that the key theme is at the centre of the page, with
major issues radiating out from it, minor issues radiating
out from these and with interdependent links as required by
the 'sub ject.
Organic Study Method
This study procedure was devised by Tony ±3uzan in his
book Use your Head (1974). The method is divided into
two main sections: preparation and application. Each of
these sections is again subdivided into four sections:
(1) Preparation-time, amount, knowledge and questions (2)
Application-overview, preview, inview and review. This
study procedure can be-applied with success to all school
subjects. The advantages of this approach make learning
methodical, effective, easier, more enjoyable and productive.
Study Habits
A study habit is a routine that one follows regularly.
Keeping up to date in reading assignments, studying at the
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same time and place everyday, and reviewing soon after
taking notes are study habits that are beneficial.
Study Attitudes
This means a student's opinions of teachers and
their classroom behaviour and methods. The student's
approval or disapproval of education objectives,
practices and requirements.
Academic Achievement
Academic achievement is operationally defined in
this study as obtaining high scores in teacher-devised
tests and examinations@
Counselling
For purpose of this study, counselling is-defined
as a variety of procedures systematically undertaken by
the investigator to promote specific changes in the
behaviour of students. These changes are directly
relevant to goals which are mutually established between
the students and the counsellor.
Self -control
When an individual manipulates his own environment
to produce changes in his own behaviour according to some
standard it is called self-control.
Self-reinforcement technique
Self-reinforcement techniques are defined as
teaching students to present themselves with positive
rewards e.g., ice-cream or self-encouragement whenever
they have completed some desirable study task.
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motivation
Motivation is defined as a positive learning attitude.'
Students often experience negative emotions when faced with
an impending learning task. These emotions are anxiety,
anger, guilt, fear, and frustration. They serve to decrease
a student's motivation to study, and they act as distractors
during the learning process. The strategies used to help
students overcome attitude problems consist of a combina-
tion of techniques such as systematic desensitization,
rational emotive therapy, positive self-instruction and
self-monitoring behaviour.
Concentration
Concentration is defined as coping with-internal and
external distractions. The concentration enhancing
strategies involve firstly awareness training. Students
are helped to determine when, how and why they get
distracted duration of their distraction periods, and
their typical reactions to distractions, Then they-are
trained to cope with distractions by using the relexation
exercise, positive self-instruction and imagining to
reestablish an appropriate learning state.
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III REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
A Overview
In order to help underachieving students,
researchers and educators have searched and developed
more efficient ways of learning study skills, and adopted
techniques and approaches from both counselling and
psychotherapy to help students realize their potential
and capacities. Although different researchers tend to
have different preferences for practices this paper
classifies their emphases into three categories:
(1) literature related to study.
skills
(2) literature related to counselling
techniques and behavioural self-
control techniques and
(3) literature involving combinations
of study skills and behavioural
self-control techniques.
Researchers interested in the theories of study
skills have concentrated on the mechanics and tools of
learning. These are the competence to acquire, process and
retain knowledge within a certain schedule of time, and to
confirm that one has effectively done so in examinations or
in tests. Attention is focused on the rate of learning, as
well as the efficiency of the skills applied and how
effectively a person can improve his capacity to learn.
Major researchers in this group are: Bednar Weinberg 1970
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Robinson, 1970 Myers, 1971 Entwisle, 1960 Paul, 1962
Van Zoos t Jackson 1973,
Researchers interested in the application of
behavioural self-control techniques and other counselling
approaches are broadly regarded as one group in view of
their common objective: to help individuals toward
overcoming obstacles to their personal growth, whatever
these may be, and toward achieving optimum development of
their personal resources, (American Psychologist 1956,
11). The emphases vary from those which involve helping
an individual to attain a clear sense of personal identity,
i.e., the non-directive approach (Rogers, 1951) to those
that directly modifying an individual's study behaviour
i.e., the behaviour approach (Krumboltz and Thoresen).
A third group may be identified as eclectics.
Eclecticism involves selecting, combining and applying
various counselling principles and practices for use to
help students, without adhering to any theoretical position
of school or cult. Such practice may eventually be
developed into a comprehensive, consistent, and systematic
synthesis, incorporating all valid knowledge about behaviour
(Brammer 1969). Thorne was one of the first to adopt the
eclectic approach in 1945 and by 1970 this approach had
gained wide support among American researchers. (Thorne
1972).
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B Literature Related to Study Skills Techniques
While the content of study skills courses may
vary, reading effectiveness is included in most programme.
Reports about programmes using techniques for reading
improvement have been favourable (Barbe, 1952 Mouly, 1952
Robinson, 1970 Smith and Wood, 1955 Katz and Wright, 1977)
Mouly used two groups initially similar on reading tests
for his investigation. He found that students who partici-
pated in a reading skills programme achieved a significantly
higher grade-point average than students who did not receive
the reading skills treatment.
Smith and Wood (1955) tested the effects of
Robinson's SQR3 reading method on college students
Robinson (1970) used his SQR3 reading method on college
students to improve their textbook reading. It consists
of five steps:
(a) Survey- skim each chapter before
reading it through
(b) Question- turn each heading into a
question
(c) Read- read each chapter and seek
to answer the questions
(d) Recite -.try to remember the salient
points of each chapter
(e) Review- summarize what has been learned.
They used three groups in their investigation. Group I
received training in the SQR3 method, Group II consisted
of volunteers for the study who received no treatment,
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and Group III contained matched no-contact control
suLD jects. The result was Group I had a significantly
higher GPA at the end of the semester than Group II or
III, while there was no difference in GPA between
Group II and III.
In an early investigation, Behrens (1935)
incorporated a reading efficiency method within a How
To Study course, He covered the topics of reading
efficiency, organizing and outlining a textbook chapter,
note-taking, and reviewing for examinations. His
approach was very similar to most current study skills
approaches. Although his investigation of the course
effects did not include the use of a control group, the
students in the study skills course improved academically.
The effects of a how-to-study course on academic
achievement, as measured by grades in specific subjects,
was investigated by DiMichael (1943). The subjects were
ninth graders of different ability levels. The treatment
consisted of class sessions on how-to-study held twice a
week for 17 to 45 minutes. The lecture method of
instruction was used. At the end of the course, the
author found that the group with average mental ability
profited most from the course, whereas the low ability
students did not profit from the course. The superior
group showed the highest gains only in the history course.
The author concluded that the how-to-study course had
differential effects relating to the level of intelligence,
and type of academic subjects.
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Shaw (1955) undertook a more ambitious evaluation
of study skills counselling. Participants totalled 153.
Change scores for each student were used as the major outcome
measures Shaw reported significant treatment improvements
from pre to post GPA. Unfortunately, a control group was
not used in the investigation, and it is impossible to
ascertain whether the improved GPA was a function of the
study skills treatment, an attention-placebo effect, or a
product of less rigorous academic requirements during the
post-treatment semester.
Haslam and Brown (1968) used high school sophomores
for their investigation of study skills counselling. Experi-
mental and control groups were matched on age, sex, race,
I. Q., GPA, and enrolment number. The study skills covered
study scheduling skills, textbook reading skills, and test
taking skills. Students in the experimental group achieved a
significantly higher GPA than students in the control group.
Katz and Wright (1977) evaluated a course called
Communications Skills, which emphasized reading, speaking,
vocabulary development, and a variety of skills, such as
note-taking, outlining and summarizing. It was learned that
academic and behavioural differences could be found between
the experimental and control groups,
Troutman, J.G. (1978) did a research on The
effects of a study skills course on Student Attitudes and
Grades, The purpose of this research was to determine
whether a study skills course would significantly affect the
grades of participating college students, and whether this
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course would significantly affect the attitudes towards
their college. Subjects were 44 freshmen. Groups of 22
students were formed using a matched pairs sampling
technique. The experimental group received an eight-hour
course on study skills. The control group received no
treatment. Academic achievement was measured in mid-
semester. Chi-square tests were utilized. Fingings
indicated that the experimental group had higher academic
achievement than did the control group. Attitudes towards
college was measured by the Brown-Holtzman Survey of Study
Habits and Attitudes (SSHA). A t-test was utilized.
Findings. indicated that the experimental group had a
better attitude than did the control group.
In reviewing 22 experiments in which study skills
counselling was used. Entwisle (1960) noted that some
improvement was usually found in students' scholastic
performance. When students were required to participate
in a study skills course, however, results were much less
favourable s Students who volunteered improved, whereas
students who were coerced into attending either maintained
their prior level of performance or deteriorated. However,
in another study motivation to participate in a study skills
course was not sufficient to increase academic performance,
Students wishing to take a study skills course but prevented
from participating, and who presumably had motivational
levels comparable-to enrolled students, failed to demon-
strate significant improvement.
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After reviewing 23 experiments using study skills,
Bednar and Neinberg (1970) recommended that successful
treatment programmes should incorporate the following basic
elements s
1. Long versus short treatment. Long
treatments of 10 hours or more in
length, are more successful for
increasing GPA than short treatments e
2. Structured versus unstructured treat-
ment. Structured treatment, which
is prescriptive and directed by a
leader, is significantly more effective
than unstructured treatment.
3. Counselling versus study skills treat-
ment. Study skills treatment is
effective, but long range effectiveness
may be enhanced when individual
counselling accompanies a study-skills
programme.
4. Volunteer versus non-volunteer partici-
pants. Volunteers increase their GPA
more than non-volunteers.
In conclusion, a review of the literature indicates
that a combination of study skills and counselling programme
should incorporate several features. Reading-effectiveness
counselling, such as Robinson' s SQR3 technique, would probably
be useful. Efficient classroom note-taking (Morgan Deese,
1969 DiVesta Gray, 1972 Fisher Harris, 1974
Collingwood Hughes, 1978) should also be helpful for
improving academic behaviour. Underlining skills 2 test
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taking skills, writing skills and appropriate scheduling
of study time should also contribute to improved scholastic
performance (Haslam Brown,1968). In addition to these
programme features, the participants should be volunteers,
treatments should be moderately long, i.e., more than 10
hours, and coursework should be structured.
C Literature Related to Counselling Researches
and Behavioural Self-Control Techniques
Although there are many different types of
counselling approaches, for the sake of brevity here the
literature was categorized into 3 main groups: Non-
cirective, Behavioural and Behavioural Self-Control Techniques.
1. Non-directive approaches
Studies evaluating the non-directive approach
demonstrated a lack of consistency with regard to the
results, and a lack of specification for the treatment
variables. Calhoun (1956) investigated the effect of
counselling on a group of underachievers in the e ighth grade.
Counselling included a procedure of showing the subjects an
underachievement card and explaining to them that they were
underachievers because their academic performance was not
equal to their capacity. Conference appointments were made
with the students' parents and their academic performance
was discussed. The results of the study showed a significant
improvement in academic achievement as measured by grade-
point average however, no significant improvement in
academic achievement was observed on a criterion of standar-
dized achievement tests.
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Dickenson and Truax (1966) attempted to improve
the academic performance of college freshmen.. The matched
subjects were given 24 one-hour non-directive counselling,
held twice a week for three months. The results were not
specific in that only those counselled students. who received
the highest therapeutic conditions tended to show the
greatest achievement. The highest therapeutic conditions
were not specifically detailed, other than a description
of conditions in which the counsellor showed more empathy.
Empathy was not operationally def fined, however, in terms of
specific behaviour on the part of the counsellor.
Sheldon and Landsman (1951) conducted a similar
experiment, aiming to improve the academic performance of
potentially capable college freshmen. The paired subjects
were processed in traditional courses of Academic Method
and non-directive Therapy, At the end of one-semester
experiment, a significant differences was noted between
the two groups* A one-year follow-up evaluation revealed
that a greater number of students in the experimental group
decreased in their grade-point averages than in the control
group.
A comparable study by Roth, Mauksh Peiser,
(1967), at the Illinois Institute of Technology showed a
significant increase in the grade-point average of counselled
students. The results were questionable however, in,that the
matched pairs were not based on GPA. The control group
had a higher GPA at the beginning of the study than the
experimental group, and the gains made by the experimental
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group could have been due to regression.
Baymur Patterson (1960), comparing three methods
of helping underachieving high school students to achieve to
capacity, reported no significant variation among the grade-
point averages of the three groups of students. The three
methods included individual counselling, group counselling
and a one-session motivational counselling treatment, which
consisted of informing the students of their potential
ability and encouraging them to use their potential talent
to the fullest. No significant differences was found on
other criterion measures, The counselling procedures were
not specifically described therefore, it would be difficult
to judge the efficacy of these counselling efforts to
achieve the goals.
Using gifted underachieving ninth graders Broedel,
Ohlsen, Proff (1960) investigated the extent to which
group counselling could improve the mental health and
academic achievement of these students. The sessions were
electronically recorded by specially installed equipment.
The counselling atmospherewas described as permissive and
accepting. The members of the experimental group were
excused from study hall and met one class period for counselling
twice each week for eight weeks, At the end of the experi-
mental period, the members of the experimental group improved
significantly on the criteria of acceptance of self and
acceptance of others but their GPA decreased significantly.
They also failed to show academic improvement during the
18-month follow-up.
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Winborn and Schmidt (1962) investigated the
effectiveness of short-term group counselling on the
academic achievement of potentially superior but under-
achieving college freshmen. Six sessions extending over
a period of two months were provided to the experimental
group, while none was provided to the control group.
The content of the sessions was. described as relatively
unstructured. Students discussed their feelings about
school, parents and themselves. At the end of the study,
a significant difference was found between the experimental
and control groups but in favor of the latter. No signifi-
cant personality trait differences were observed between
the two groups on their scores on the California Psycho-
logical Inventory.
The con-Elicting and negative results of these
studies indicated that a non-directive counselling approach
was generally inadequate and unreliable. They represented
sincere efforts,however, to find a solution to the problem
of underachievement. They served as pointers for other
researchers to follow, and suggested techniques that can be
improved or other approaches that can be adapted to the
problem.
2. Behavioural Approach
When structured group counselling techniques are
employed, the achievement results are better. In a structured
group, the leader, rather than the group participants, takes
responsibility for generating discussion topics. Chestnut,
(1965) selected several topics to be presented by a counsellor
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in a structured group. The topics included:
(1) feelings associated with under-
achievement and poor study skills
(2) expectations of the students, their
peers, and their parents and
(3) feelings about dependent upon others.
Chestnut found that students in the structured group achieved
a significantly higher grade-point average than students in
either an unstructured group or a non-treatment control
group.
A similar study by Gilbreath (1968), also used
male underachieving college students as subjects. He con-
cluded that the leader-structured method of counselling was
superior to the group structured method in modifying the
personality characteristics and in improving the academic
achievement of male underachieving college subjects.
A study to investigate the long-term effects of
behavioural counselling on the study behaviour of college
students by Ryan (1967) concluded that:
(1) reinforcement counselling is a
viable approach for modifying
study behaviour of college-age
normal students
(2) modified behaviour generalizes
to a noncounselling setting and
(3) modified responses persisted at
the same strength after reinforce-
ment counselling has been concluded.
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The study used two experimental groups and two control
groups. The topics for the counselling sessions were
planned in advance. They were related to effective study
behaviour.
Phillips and Wiener (1966) demonstrated that
structured short-term group therapy using a reinforcement
approach was effective in increasing the grade-point average
of experimental students. Another study reported by the
same authors showed that between the response-centered
procedure and the client-centered procedure, the former
was more effective in increasing the grade-point average
and scores on the Iowa Tests of Educational Development.
The two procedures included ten interviews, lasting between
45 and 60 minutes each.
In a study reported by Krumboltz and Thoresen
(1964), information-seeking behaviour was used as the
dependent variable. The independent variables were s
(1) reinforcement counselling
(2) model-reinforcement counselling
(3) a placebo procedure wherein the
subjects were presented a film
strip_ which was followed by a
discussion, but witholding re-
inforcement to the responses and
(4) no treatment.
The authors reported the following findings:
(a) Model reinforcement and reinforcement




(b) with a male model, model re-
inforcement counselling surpassed
reinforcement counselling for males
but not for females
(c) groups and individual settings
were about equally effective on
the average but interactions were
found with counsellor-schools, sex
of subjects., and treatments*
Hansen, Niland, and Zani (1969) found evidence
for the efficacy of model-reinforcement counselling in
promoting socially acceptable behaviour among elementary
school children. Counselling sessions were held twice a
week for four weeks. The counselees were informed that
the purpose of the.group sessions was to discuss social
behaviour in school. Each session presented a planned
specific topic, focused on getting along with others and
maturing socially. The counsellors reinforced ideas,
insights, and suggestions that were-relevant to acceptable
social behaviour. The results were reported to have been
maintained during the follow-up period of two months.
The consistent positive results of these studies
using a behavioural or reinforcement approach showed
promise of being effective in the modification of other
types of human behaviour, specifically achievement behaviour.
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3. Behavioural Self-control Techniques
In an attempt to synthesize the common features
of self-control approaches, Thoresen and Mahoney (1974)
tentatively offered the following definition:
A person displays self-control when,
in the relative absence of immediate
external constraints, he engages in
behaviour whose previous probability
has been less than that of alternatively
available behaviours.
In other words, behavioural self-control involves a person
becoming his own change agent or therapist, and altering.
one of his responses by engaging in other responses. Five






Prociuk, T.J. Breen L.J. (1974) did a study-on:
Locus of control, Study Habits and Attitudes and College
Academic Performances, The results indicated that self-
control was related positively to effective study habits and
attitudes and to college academic success.
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(a) Self-monitoring
Self-monitoring involves systematic self-
observation followed by' self-recording. A participant
using self-monitoring techniques records a specific
behaviour over a prescribed length of time. It is suggested
that by recording his behaviour an individual can change
his behaviour. Research in this area is not conclusive.
Self-monitoring is sometimes reactive (Broedel, Hall,
Mitts, 1971) at other' times self-monitoring does not
alter the responses being monitored (Kasdin, 1974 b).
Thoresen and Mahoney (1974), reviewed several studies
utilizing self-monitoring techniques. The authors concluded
that self-monitoring represents a complex pattern of
behaviour involving more than vague insight or response
awareness. According to Thoresen and Mahoney, self-
monitoring involves discriminations cued by overt or covert
stimuli, recording of the response, and self-evaluation of
these recordings. Self-monitoring techniques are effective
for improving students' study behaviours and grades.
In another treatment investigation with 81 students
Groveman,, Richards, and Capie (1975) found that students
evidenced a mean-pre-to-post-treatment improvement of .3
in their semester GPA,- when they were in a treatment group
which received behavioural self-control procedures that
emphasized self-monitoring. In contrast, students in a
non-treatment control group, in an attention placebo control
group, or in two study skills counselling groups evidenced
decrements, or no changes in semester GPA' s. A controlled
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treatment study with 96 students (Richards, McReynolds,
Holt, sexton), replicated the finding that self-
monitoring can change study behaviour, Students in the
self-monitoring plus study-skills advice groups improved
their grades more (M improvement= .29) than those in the
study skills advice alone (M decrement= .04), and those
in the-attention placebo and no-contact groups (M decrement
=28).
Since it is difficult to get clients to persist
in their.use of treatment techniques, it is of interest to
note a controlled treatment study involving 118 students
by Richards, Perri, Gortney, (105), They used a fading
procedure to cope with the problem of treatment maintenance.
It was discovered that gradually increased intervals between
treatment sessions, faded contact were superior to equal-
intervals between treatment sessions, namely, steady contact.
Students in the faded contact treatment groups were about
one-third of a letter grade superior to students in the
steadycontact treatments groups, at a 5-week follow-up.
The Richards et al. (1975) investigation again
replicated the finding that the treatment groups emphasizing
self-monitoring procedures were superior to control groups.
At follow-up, the faded contact self-monitoring groups
averaged a one-half letter grade improvement over the other
two groups. Other evidence of the treatment maintenance
problem showed up in an interview investigation of naturally
occuring, i.e., self-initiated, attempts at self-control
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(Perri Richards, 1975). One of the most vivid differences
between successful subjects was the degree to which they
used these specific techniques* Systematic use of a self-
control technique was far more frequent among the successful
subjects, e.g., 50% for the use of written self-monitoring
techniques to improve study behaviour, n= 24. If clients
are to improve substantially, therapists must get them to
continue applying the techniques they have learned in therapy.
Other researches also indicate that Counsellor should
emphasize the information feedback component of self-
monitoring and use self-monitoring mainly with students
who are unaware of their actual study habits (Kazdin 1974 a).
Students lacking accurate information about the extent of
their study behaviour benefit more from self-monitoring
(M grade improvement= .54) than those who are already
knowledgeable about their study behaviour (M grade improvement
.06) (Richards et al., 1975).
The effects of self-monitoring on the study
behaviour of college students have been investigated by
Johnson and White (1971). These authors used three groups s
Group 1. self-monitored time spent studying, Group 2. self-
monitored time spent dating, and Group 3. served as a no-
contact control group. Groups 1 and 2 were instructed in
the use of tally sheets to record the target behaviours,
time spent studying, or time spent in activities involving
the opposite sex. Analysis of the data revealed that
Group 1 received significantly higher course grades than
did Group 3. Differences in grades between Groups 1 and 2
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however, were not significant. One possible explanation,
suggested post-hoc by the authors, was that students
recording dating behaviour became more cognizant of the
time spent away from studying, and consequently increased
their study behaviour.
As have been noted, Broden, Hall, and Mitts
(1971), Johnson and White (1971), and Richards (1974) found
self-monitoring of study behaviour to be positively reactive.
Some of these investigations, for example that of Johnson
and White (1971), involved self-monitoring of study behaviour
in only one academic course. The question of whether self-
monitoring is positively reactive if employed for several
courses simultaneously is still unsettled, but most
investigators assume it would be. Most investigators also
assume that an increase in study time will be reflected in
improved course grades. This assumption appears to be
logically reasonable and empirically supported. On a logical
basis it seems reasonable to predict that the more time
s pent on studying v the higher the course grades will be. On
.an empirical basis, Allen, Lerner, and Hinrichsen (1972),
Gottman and McFall (1972), and Richards (1974) have presented
data to support this assumption.
(b) Progressive relaxation
Jacobson (1938) was the first investigator to
thoroughly develop and describe the systematic use of
progressive relaxation in cases of anxiety. Progressive
relaxation usually involves the systematic tensing and
releasing of various muscle groups (Bernstein Borkovec,
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1973). Individuals who experience high-level tension
responses that interfere with other behaviour are the
most appropriate candidates for progressive relaxation
procedures (Berstein Borkovec, 1973),
Studies by Wol pe (1958), Paul (1966), Osterhouse
(1972), and Allen, (1971) employed progressive relaxation
techniques within systematic desensitization programmes.
Wolpe (1958) used progressive relaxation techniques in a
systematic desensitization programme for clients with a
variety of inappropriate behaviour. Paul (1966) successfully
employed relaxation-desensitization methods with speech
anxious students. Osterhouse (1972) found that relaxation-
desensitization procedures reduced test anxiety
more than training in study skills did.
(c) Stimulus control
A response is under stimulus control to the
extent that it is emitted in the presence of one stimulus
and is not emitted in the presence of other stimuli (Krasner
Ullman, 1973, p. 304). Much of the research employing
stimulus control has revolved around smoking and eating
behaviours (Mahoney, 1970 Mahoney wade, 1973 Shapiro,
Tursky, Schwartz, Shnidman, 1971).
The application of stimulus control to college
underachievement has received less attention. Goldiamond
(1965) reported several case studies in which stimulus
control apparently affected study behaviour. In another
investigation employing a case study format, Fox (1962)
used stimulus control techniques to bring studying under
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the control of time and place, Fox instructed his
students to go to the. library at a set hour each day.
If they began to daydream or feel discomfort, they were
to leave. In this way the stimulus control method
hopefully produced effects by associating consistent
stimuli with appropriate study behaviour. The library,
at 11:00*A.M., became a stimulus to commence appropriate
studying. Richards (1975), in a controlled outcome
study, found stimulus control was not an effective
treatment adjunct to study skills advice for improving
the behaviour and grades of college students.
(d) Self-instruction
Another formal self-control technique is self-
instruction. Self-instruction is a covert form of self-
control whereby the client is taught to modify his
maladaptive self-statements in an effort to change a
specific target behaviour (Thoresen Mahoney, 1974).
For example, students may typically say the following to
themselves: No-matter how hard I tried, I can never
make the grade. what is the use of putting in more effort.
Studying isn't really worthwhile, even if I study, I'm
still not going to do well- what's the use?. An
attempt is made to have these students eliminate their
inappropriate self-statements and substitute more adaptive
self-instructions such as: I know that if I study
diligently I can improve my grades. I'd better get busy
and study!. Within this framework self-statements act
as antecedent covert behaviour. That is, self-statements
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are changed in an effort to alter the covert and overt
behaviour that follows them.
Self-instruction approaches have been successfully
used with both speech anxious students (Me ichenbaum, Gilmore
Fedoravicus, 1971) and test anxious students (Meichenbaum,
1971, 1972). In addition, Meichenbaum goodman (1971)
were able to train impulsive children to use self-instructio:
techniques to decrease their impulsive behaviour. Thoresen
Mahoney (1974) reviewed numerous studies that demonstrated
the efficacy of this behavioural approach across several
target behaviours.
(e) Self -reinforcement
One of the most fruitful areas of self-control
research involves self-reinforcement (Mahoney, 1974
Thoresen Mahoney 1974)'* Self-reinforcement or self-
reward involves a person presenting himself with a positive
reinforcer contingent on engaging in a desirable behaviour.
In other words, an-individual employing self-reward
techniques tries to systematically emit a desired response
and then reward himself for emitting that response. For
example, students. may reward themselves with an ice-cream
after engaging in appropriate study behaviour, Kanfer
(1970) has concluded that self-reinforcement may enhance
the establishment and maintenance of a response. Support
for Kanf er' s conclusion has been amply documented by
Thoresen and Mahoney (1974).
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Boistad Johnson (1972) compared external
reward, self-reward plus self-monitoring, and two no-
treatment control groups for modifying the disruptive
behaviour of first and second grade school children.
Results indicated that both external rewards and self-
rewards could reduce disruptive behaviour. Self-rewards
however, were slightly more successful than external
rewards.
D Researchers Involving a Combination of Study
Skills and Behavioural Self-control Techniques
The literature is replete with research on study
skills approaches and on behavioural self-control techniques,
however, there is little systematic research emphasizing
both methods, or comparing the relative effectiveness of
both methods. In one controlled treatment studies involving
108 students, self-monitoring proved to be a useful treatment
adjunct to study skills advice, when compared with study
skills advice alone, 'attention placebo controls, and no-
contact controls. (Richards 1974).
Bosdell (1962) compared the effectiveness of
four methods of helping high school underachievers overcome




(3) study skills instructions




In this experiment, counselling and study skills
instruction were provided once a week for two semesters@
Each session was about one class period of 55 minutes. The
subjects of the study were underachievers in grades 10
through 12, with I. Q.'s ranging from 90 to 139. At the
conclusion of the study, there were no significant
differences among the groups in personality variables,
as measured by the Minnesota Counselling Inventory and the
Heston Personal Inventory. Significant differences were
found however, on the criteria of study habits and attitudes
as measured by the brown-Holtzman Survey of Study Habits
and Attitudes, and on academic achievement as measured by
grade-point average. Individual counselling was found to
be the most effective, and group counselling to be the
least effective in helping students acquire better study
habits and attitudes. Study skills instruction and
individual counselling were found to be the most effective
treatments in improving the academic achievement of high
school underachievers, while group counselling was found
to be the least effective. Follow-up data on the sophomore
and junior subjects who were still in school during the
following school year-showed that the gains on study habits
and attitudes were not maintained.
Winkler and associates (1965) attempted to
determine the effects of selected counselling and remedial
teaching techniques on underachieving pupils in the
elementary school. Grade-point average and measured
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personality variables were used as the dependent variables.
The subjects in the experimental group were given 14
client-centred counselling sessions and reading instruction
treatments lasting half an hour each. The results revealed
no significant differences between the experimental and
control groups on the two criterion measures, i.e., grade-
point average and personality variables.
Allen (1971) compared relaxation-desensitization
and study skills counselling methods in an investigation
involving test anxious college students. He reported that
a comoination of relaxation-desensitization and study skills
approaches was more effective in improving academic per-
formances and reducing students' anxieties than either
method alone. Results, however, attenuated at a two-year
follow-up (Allen Desaulniers, 1974).
Finally, a type of intervention called
motivational counselling was conducted by Serene (1953)
to determine its effects on potentially capable eleventh
grade underachievers* The tenth and twelfth grade students
served as controls. The investigator described motivational
counselling as consisting of s
(1) an interview in the school principal's
office during which the students were
informed that they were potentially
capable, and were encouraged to close
the gap between their potentially and
actual achievement.
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(2) giving each student a booklet
on how to study effectively and
(3) holding a conference with the
parents during which the students'
academic status was discussed.
The correlations between grade-point average and ability
increaed from .56 to .76 for the experimental group but
remained almost constant for the control groups, The
significance of the difference between the pre-and-post
ability achievement correlations was not tested.
i3eneke Harris (1972) combined behavioural self-
control techniques, stimulus control and positive reinforce-
ment., with study skills techniques, (Robinson' s SQR3 method,
effective note and test taking skills) into a single
treatment programme for the experimental group as opposed
to the control group. They reported a significant increase
in students' GPA. The design of this investigation was
weakened however, by the use of early dropouts as control
subjects.
(1) Mussano, F. (1978) worked on The effects
of a Study Skills Workshop upon Study Techniques, Study
Organization, and Study Motivation for Resident Freshmen:
Core Module Curriculum Development. The effects of four
two-hour study skills seminars on study organization,
study techniques, and study motivation were investigated
for 1977 fall semester resident freshmen at York College
of Pennsylvania* Forty-four interested volunteers were
divided equally into a treatment and control group on
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the basis of pretest scores on the Study Techniques purvey,
Study Organization Survey, and Study Motivation Survey,
sex, age, class status, and high school rank. All subjects
were post-tested immediately following the final seminar of
the workshop. Statistical t-analysis revealed that those
resident freshmen participating in the study skills workshop
significantly improved in all three study skills areas
tested as compared to the control group.
A coherent theory encompassing all these studies
is apparently lacking, but these studies are illustrative
of the professional efforts to solve underachievement
problems. They are also useful for comparison purposes
with studies following a specified theoretical approach
their relevance to the study in this thesis lies primarily
in their value as references to ideas and information about
work that has already been done.
E Summary
In order to assist students with academic
difficulties to improve their capacity for learning to
improve their grades and to elevate their achievement
levels many educators have employed counselling methods,
as well as other training, for students' acquisition of
information processing-skills and knowledge. It is
appropriate therefore, to identify this literature as
applied literature dealing with learning -strategies Atkinson
1974). This can be subdivided into two categories s
strategies that are used to operate directly on the
materials and strategies used to operate on the individual
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in order to induce better internal psychological state
of learning. Techniques adapted from counselling and
psychology aiming at establishing appropriate learning
attitudes fall into this latter class such as those
involving behavioural modifications and self-control
techniques.
Study skills are basically instructional and
may be regarded as efficient means of acquiring and
processing knowledge. They are necessary tools on which
students. rely. Researchers and reports about programmes
using techniques for effective study skills have been
abundant and frequently found to obtain favourable short
term results e Students were able to attain higher grade-
point averages after treatment. Researches also showed
that those who volunteered improved, while those who were
coerced into attending either remained at the same achieve-
ment level, or deteriorated.
Literature concerning the-use of counselling
methods for example: the non-directive techniques
produced contradicting findings. To- a certain extent
this type of non-directive approach may be helpful
however, studies have produced inconsistent findings.
Although there are many kinds of behavioural
counselling techniques, for the purpose of this study
only those connected with improving' study attitudes and
reinforcing positive study skills have been surveyed.
Researchers employing a behavioural self-control approach
seem to obta in' more positive results from their experiments
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than those using non-directive methods. While the
literature is rich in research using study skills approaches
and behavioural self-control techniques or comparing these
approaches only a few systematic researches has been conductec
utilizing both methods concurrently. The one done in 1972
by beneke and Harris on the combined effect of behavioural
self-control and study skills techniques had produced
favourable results. In the next year Richards found self-
monitoring was a useful adjunct to study skills advice for
improving the study behaviours and the grades of college
students,
To advance the research in this field it seems
appropriate to combine a variety of study skills and
behavioural counselling techniques to evaluate their joint
effects on achievement.
Whereas educators and researchers may regard all
of the techniques evaluated in previous research as
potentially useful, this study will evaluate an eclectic
approach, suitable for use and experiment in Hong Kong
secondary school schedule. It is ideal for organizing a
relatively short,-structured course with the maximum of
flexibility. It utilizes a combination of available
methods from various theories and approaches designed to
assist with academic difficulties
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IV THE METHOD OF INVESTIGATION
A Experimental Design
The design for this study was a randomized





R= Random assignment, common to both groups.
01.= experimental and control pre-test
evaluations,
020= experimental and control post-test
evaluations.
X= experimental treatment.
C= usual instruction without experimental
treatment.
The experimental group was pretested, subjected to the
experimental treatment, and post tested, The control
group was pretested, isolated from the influence of the
experimental treatment, and post-tested at the end of
the experiment. The pre-test and post-test evaluations
included English Comprehension and Biology tests. The
following tests were given to both groups before and
after the experiment.
B Instruments
The English Comprehension and Biology tests
one teacher set all the questions in the tests.
for one subject. Students were given 35 minutes for each
test. Each English Comprehension test contained five
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passages with a total of 30 multiple choice items. The
passages were syllabus-free, and arranged in increasing
order of difficulty. The biology tests were set
according to the students' textbook, Soltay, M.J.,
Modern Certificate biology. The topics included in
the text were:
(1) Osmosis
(a) experiments to illustrate osmosis*
(b) terminology relating to osmosis.
(2) Water and Organisms
(a) the importance of water.
(b) how living organisms obtain the water
they need.
(3) Water relations in plants
(a) structure of roots.
(b) how water passes into the cells of
roots*
(c) loss of water from cells- transpiration.
(d) control of transpiration.
(e) protection against excess water loss
through transpiration.
The tests included short answer, multiple choice, fill-in
diagrams and completion- items o The teacher first set a
series of parallel questions and then randomly assigned
one from each pair to the pre-test and post-test. Thus
the tests were parallel in the types of items and in
degree of difficulty. The subject content was the same
for both pre-test and post-test. The final versions of
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the tests were reviewed and approved by another teacher
of the same subject, for suitability of standard.
C The Sample
The instruction manual was considered to be
more suitable for higher-form students however, the
examinations schedule of the Form V students precluded
their participation, so Form IV students were chosen
for this study. These students were from a typical
coeducational government Anglo-Chinese school in Hong
Kong. Before the student selection, a newsletter announc-
ing the Learn How to Study course was distributed
to each Form IV student. The population of 120 Form IV
students were administered the English Comprehension and
Biology pre-tests. Sixty students were then randomly
selected from the population for the two study groups.
They were randomly assigned to the experimental
and control groups, each having 30 students. Thirty
was considered to be of optimum size of this type of
research. Both-groups were similar in age, in the range
of 16 to 17 years old. The ratio of boys-to girls i.e.
16 to 14, was the same for both groups. Most of the
students in the school are from lower income families
with an average monthly income of $2000-$ 3000* The
average intelligence of the control group was 128 and
for the experimental group 126. The Ravens Progressive
Matrices (1947 version) was administered to both groups.
The level of academic achievement as indicated by the
students, average class rankings were the same for the
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two groups. The students in the treatment and control
groups are therefore assumed to belong to the same
population.
D The Instruction Procedures
The study skills programme included:-
(1) a specific goal, for the students
to improve on their academic
subjects and
(2) a broad goal to develop learning
competence.
The programme manual presented six topics, four on study
skills and two on behavioural self-control techniques.
The study skills and counselling techniques do not
represent new revolutionary procedures. Rather, they
were synthesized from existing theories and tested
practices.
The rationale for the study skills segment of
the instruction was to teach the student participants to
learn and apply principles of study skills which had
been successfully employed by others. The key assumptions
of the manual were:
(i) inefficient study behaviour results
from poor study methods and
(ii) application of sound study skills
enables more effective and more
efficient study behaviour.
The 'focus therefore, is to teach students more effective
methods of study.
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The strategies relating to behaviour self-
control techniques were self-monitoring and self-
reinforcement techniques, The major goal of this part
of the training course, therefore, was to increase
the quantity of study behaviour via behaviour modifica-
tion techniques. The structure of each session and
the detail of the ten sessions are detailed in Chapter V
E Schedule and Duration
The instruction procedures scheduled ten
sessions held twice a week except for changes due to
holidays, special school programmes or assemblies.
The duration of each session was more than two hours.
The beginning of the first session was used for
introducing the course, the topics to be covered and
the signing of the contracts. Each session. except
the tenth, was subdivided into four parts e Review,
Opening, Discussion and Closing. 'The first five
minutes of each session was used for reviewing the
last session's work and discussing any question that
had arisen. This was followed by a warm up period
in which the' experimenter shared the goals of that
session with the participants. Then the new method
of study skills was introduced through verbal
instruction and demonstrations. The behaviour self-
control. techniques were achieved through group games,
role playing and group discussions.
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The topics relating to effective study skills
and habit formation were s'
(a) identifying key words
(b) underlining text passages to
locate main ideas
(c) patterning notes and
(d) using organic study methods.
These four skills were included because they are considered
to be basic in the needs of secondary school students.
The order., from identifying key words to the Organic
Study Method is from simple to complex, and from easy
to difficult. Individually, each is .a skills worth
mastering in its own rights Combinatorially the four
skills form a sequential methodology.
The rationale for the behaviour self-control
and counselling techniques was to assist the students
become personal change agents through the consistent
application of reinforcement procedures in their everyday
study behaviour. The assumptions for the behaviour
self-control techniques were that
(i) consistent application of self-
control techniques would increase
the students' readiness to study
(ii) increased study behaviour would
lead to improved grades and
(iii) improved grades would lead to more
positive study attitudes*
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In addition to the handouts and exercises
given in each session, each participant was given a
folder on which was printed the name of the programme,
i.e., Learn How to Study s The newly acquired skill
or technique was immediately applied in class practice
during which the experimenter went around to see whether
students could follow and to give individual advice.
Each session closed with more clarification, discussion,
summarization and individual assignments.
F Treatment Procedure of Investigation
(1) Setting
The study skills training course was presented
in an ordinary classroom. The participants
were seated in groups of five forming semi-
circles, One week before the programme treat-
ment the English Comprehension and Biology
pre-tests were administered to the Form IV
students* The intervention lasted five weeks
from March to April 1982. Two weeks after the
last session the post-test were administered.
(2) Analyses
Means and standard deviations of the English
and Biology test were calculated and tabulated.
A series of analysis of covariance were performed
on the post-tests results for each of the
criterion measures, using the pre-test scores
as covariates. An F test was applied on each
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criterion measure to determine whether the
within-class group variances were homogeneous.
This is a fundamental assumption in the
analysis of covariance. The analysis of
covariance was contingent on the nonsignificance
of the obtained F ratio since this indicates
that the data do not violate the assumption
of homogeneity of variance.
Post-test group means on each criterion
.measure were adjusted for the effect of the
covariate, and comparisons were made of the
adjusted post-test means* (The F test was
applied only when a nonsignificant F ratio
was obtained in the prior test for homo-
geneity). Comparisons of the pre-test data
and-post-test data were also analyzed with
t-Tests to determine whether the groups were
initially different and whether they were
significantly different at the end of the
experiment.
The experimental design, instruments, sample,
experimental instruction and statistical analyses
procedures were described in Chapter 4. The results of




A Brief Rationale for the Study
Skills Counselling Package
This study skills programme brings together
within one treatment package a number of diverse study
skills procedures as a way of significantly improving
scholastic behaviour, Intertwine with this study skills
programme-are several behavioural self-control techniques
geared to reinforce the quantity and efficiency of study
skills learnt.
The study skills treatment includes efficient
scheduling of study time, key words, effective under-
lining, note-taking methods, and organic study method,
The rationale for this treatment approach is to have
participants learn, and apply in their own day-to-day
study behaviour, study skills principles which have already
been successfully employed by others. The key assumptions
of this treatment procedure are that (1) inefficient study
behaviour results from poor study methods, and (2) by
applying sound study skills techniques students can make
their study behaviour more effective and efficient. The
focus, therefore, is to teach students more useful methods
of studying.
The behavioural self-control treatment programme
includes self-monitoring strategies such as self-
instruction procedures and self-reinforcement methods.
The rationale for the behavioural self-control approach
is to help the student become his own change agent or
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therapist through the consistent application, in his
everyday 'study behaviour, of behavioural procedures
which have already been-successfully employed by others
in avariety of settings, The key assumptions for this
treatment programme are that (1) by consistently applying
self-control techniques students can increase their
study behaviour, and (2) increased study behaviour will
lead to improved grades. The major goal of this treat-
ment, therefore, is to increase the quantity of study
behaviour via behaviour modification methods.
B Structure of Each Session
Each two hour session is subdivided into four
parts: Review, Opening, Discussion and Closing.
Review: 5 minutes
Review the last session's
work and discuss any questions
the students may have*
Opening: 5 minutes
Warm up periods Share goals
for the session with students.
Discussion: 70 minutes (timing is flexible
in this section)
Part 1. Teach new study skills
- 20 minutes.
Practice with new skills
20 minutes*
Part 2. Teach self-control behaviour
15 minutes.
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Practice with new behaviour
- 15 minutes.
Closing: 10 minutes
Summarize main points the session
covered.
Discuss any questions students may
have.
Remind students of the time for
the next session.
C Outline of the Learn How to Study course
Session 1- Explain the objectives of the training course.
Introduce the general content of the course.
Motivate the students to work hard.
Establish an accepting and productive counsell-
ing climate.
Session 2- Explain the concept of key words.
Learn to spot key words and ideas*
Explain self-monitoring strategies.
Learn to use self-monitoring behaviour.
Session 3- Additional practice on spotting key words/
ideas.
Apply skill to English Comprehension passages.
Check and reinforce self-monitoring behaviour.
Session 4- Explain the procedure of underlining a text-
book.
Practise underlining in Biology textbook.
Session 5- Additional practice in underlining.
Explain self-reinforcement.
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Learn to use self-reinforcement
session 6- Explain pattern notes.
Explain the. advantages of pattern notes.
Usefulness of pattern notes,
Learn to use pattern.
Session 7- Additional practice in making pattern notes.
Apply skill to revision of Biology studies.
Session 8- Explain organic study method.
Demonstrate organic study method.
Learn to use organic study method.
Session 9- Additional demonstrations on organic study
method.
Additional practice in applying the skill to
study a chapter of the Biology textbook.
Session l0- Strengthen will power to achieve better
grades.
Set goals in life.
Listen to individual student's problems
and possible solutions.
Evaluate how the training course has helped
students,
Assist individual student in tailoring the




At the end of the session participants will
be able to:-
1. State the objectives of the training course
in their own words.
2. Know the six topics included in the programme.
3. Define long-term goals and sub-goals.
4. Verbalize determination to learn the study
skills and behaviour techniques.
5. Feel accepted in the group and free to
ventilate problems in their studies*
Opening:
1. Have students sit in a circle distribute
stationery and_ introduce themselves. (names
subjects best-liked.. subjects most feared.)
2. Ground rules:
A. To keep individual's statements confidential.
B. To be honest with oneself and with the group
about one's study behavioure
C. To accept responsibility for one's behaviour.
Don't blame others (parents, teachers,
administrators) if one is not doing so well
in school as one would like to.
Example:
Sample of statements which students use to
blame other people for their problemse
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1) I could do better but the teacher
hates me.
Instead you should be saying: I
feel that the teacher doesn't like
me., it may be true or it may be my
own imagination. In any case, I
must try harder and do better in my
school work.
2) If my parents didn't push me, I
would probably be a top student.
Instead you should be saying: My
parents are encouraging me and urging
me to work hard, may be if I put
more effort in my studies, they will
relax a bit and won't have to push
me.
D. Commitment to use what-is learned in-each
session.
E. Commitment to attend all sessions.
.(Have participants sign the contracts)
Discussion:
l., Teach new concepts on STUDY.
To stimulate students in the right direction
for purpose and motivation in their study.
A. what is study?
Encourage the student to write a definition
on their file, and read it aloud to the
group. Group the dew initions into broad
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categories and write them on the board.
Suggestions of some of the definitions
of study:




d) Being taught about a subject,
e) Systematically pursuing understanding.
f) Learning how to think properly*
g) Assimilating new knowledge and integrating
with previous knowledge.
(Discuss definitions and assist students
to realize which one is the best for
which occasion and subject of s tudy').




Satisfying parents or significent others.
Gaining fame and recognition in school.
Having better job opportunity.




2. Teach formulation of long-term goals and
achieving them through short-term sub-goals.
A. Target game,
To demonstrate that anything is achievable
if one subdivides the final goals into
simple, more easily met sub-goals and
seeks success in one at a time.
B. Have students write individual goals, and
try to plan sub-goals..
Example:
A Profession : Teacher/Doctor/Lawyer
University/Polytechnic/Professional Schools
Form 6/College of Education/Technical Training
Good CEE results
Study Skills
Good Study SkillsSpotting key words
Behaviour Self-controlUnderlining




3. Objectives of the course
A. Learn and practise the study skills until
they are clear and can be easily applied.
B. Learn to use self-monitoring and self-
reinforcement until these methods become
applicable to study situations as well as
to other life situations.
C. Increase self-confidence, especially
speaking in English before a group.
D. Learn to accept constructive criticisms.
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Closing:
1. Efficient methods of study are worth learning
not only for immediate purposes of study, but
also for establishing habits of work which will
be applicable throughout life. Besides good
academic work forms a good foundation for
success in one's career.
2. All students benefit from advice on How to
Study,
The crucial question is 'WHETHER ONE PRACTISES
THE ADVICE GIVEN. There is a big difference
between knowing what one should do and actually
doing it. What a student learns from his
training depends almost entirely upon what
one puts into it. This is true not only of
this training, but also of all education and
of life. Lowile, former President of Harvard
University, said: There is only one thing
that will train the human mind and that is
the voluntary use of the mind by the man
himself.. You may ride him, you may guide
him, you may suggest to him and above all else
you may inspire him, but the only thing worth
having is that which he gets by his own
exertions, and what he gets is in direct.
proportion to what, he puts into it,
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3. Learn the first principle of Learning
EFFECTIVE STUDY AND LEARNING ARE LARGELY





At the end of the session participants will
be able to:-
1. Answer the question What is a key word?
2. Spot key words in short passages.
3. Explain self-monitoring behaviour to the
group.
4. Complete the self-monitoring behaviour
form at home.
Review:
1. Let students take turns to state their long-
term goals, and the plans for their sub-goals.
2, Ask students the question: How will better
study skills be beneficial?
30 What is the first principle of learning?
Opening:
Share goals for. the session-
1. To become proficient in spotting key words
and phrases.
2. To learn self-monitoring techniques and be
able to apply them in studies.
:Discussion
Part I-
Teach the structure and functions of the brain.
Our brain is a miracle of creation. It is
divided into two parts: left and right. These
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two parts are identical in size and are
connected by nerve fibres sending messages
criss-cross e A damage in the left side of
the brain will cause a damage to the right
side of the body.
Each side of the brain performs different
functions* The left side relates to the
academic or scientific, aspects of life while
the right side relates to the artistic or
creative aspects of life. When these function-
ing abilities are combined, far greater pro-
ductivity will be generated. An artist (like
da Vinci) is endowed with both scientific
and analytical abilities.
The net weight of the human brain is three
and one-half pounds, and there are 1012 nerve
cells in it.* Each cell can interact with other
cells in 10800 ways. If the brain is compared
to a computer, then this computer has to be so
big that it would be too heavy for our body
to carry it around. A part of which is our
brain the size of a pea would equal to the
whole world's 'telephone transmission system.
What one learns from this is that the mind is
infinitely more subtle than previously thought,
and that everyone who has a normal brain has
a much larger ability and potential than
previously recognized.
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Teach the concept of key words2.
Try to realize what transpires in the brain
when words as messages or symbols are flashed
in. 6vhen a word enters the brain, it may be
compared to a ball with thousands of hooks.
These hooks may increase in number due to the
learning process. Each word has a multi-
ordinate meaning that it has a large number
of hooks, Each hook, when it attaches to
.another hook of another word changes *the
meaning of the original word.










1= 5 or more1
.productive
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Figure 2: The concept of a word
Each word has many little hooks and when
each is attached to another word, different
meanings will be produced.
Each word is special to an individual. To
illustrate this point, students should form into four
groups.. Think of the word RUN, Each member in the
group, in turn, puts his special hook onto the round
ball, Repeat this for several rounds, and then compare
the results e Find out whether there are any similar
hooks and how many.
Figure 3 s Example of a group of five
students and their personal






Key words are important because they form
the main body of one's recall, when an
individual describes a place he has seen,
he does not re-read from memory. He gives
key concepts and then adds descriptive detail.
For example, think of the word child and
try to write a sentence for it, what comes
into your mind first before you construct
the sentence? Do you remember in sentence
form or in groups of words, pictures, images,
situations etc. Only one to ten percent of
all the words read are recalled words or key
words. Key words unlock connections to
knowledge and associations.
Spotting key words3.
A. Look at this sentence and try to spot the
key words:
The boy went over to the corner of the
room and sat on the chair that he happened
to find there. A slow reader will read
all words as key words. A fast reader
reads: Hoy, went, corner, room, sat, chair,
there,
A fastest reader reads: boy, corner, chair.
B. Distribute the key words exercise (Appendix A-1)
and go over the first four sentences together.
Let students finish the rest of the exercise
before checking the answers in the group.
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C. Distribute a passage taken from a
reference book (Appendix A-2) and find
the key words or phrases together.
D. Distribute a passage taken from students$
textbook and do the key words/phrases
spotting together e (Appendix A-3)
Part II:
1. Teaching: Self-monitoring behaviour
A. ghat is self -monitoring? Self-monitoring
is the systematic observation and recording
of one's own behaviour. This provides a
person with information for self-evaluation
and self-reinforcement.
D. Self-monitoring provides students with
valuable information about the quantity
and quality of their study behaviour,
C. A special effort should be made to attend
to the information recorded.
D. Daily records of three types of information
must be kept:
1) number of pages read for all courses*
2) number of hours studied for* all courses*
3) number of hours studied for the most
difficult course.
E. Self-monitoring sheets should be marked every
day and summarized weekly.
F. Keep acurate records- this is important
because it provides information that one
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may need to improve and increase study
behaviour.
G. At the end of each week total the:-
1) number of pages read for all courses.
2) number of hours studied for all courses.
3) number of hours studied for the most
difficult course.
H. Indicate at the top of the page the total
number of hours planned for study next week.
This should be gradually increased each
week.
Practice:2.
A. Distribute blank self-monitoring sheets
to put in a diary of time spent in various
activities each day. (see Figure 4)
B. Discuss the .proper use of the self-
monitoring sheet with students.. Record
all pages read and all hours spent on





































The above totals for Thursday are entered in the appro-
priate space on the self-monitoring sheet. Distribute
the self-monitoring sheets to the students. These may
be checked at each session.. Self-monitoring is considered
to be the most essential part of the behavioural self-
control package and, hence, should be explained thoroughly
and emphasized regularly.
Closing :
Summarize main points of the session
1.
A. Reinforce the need for effective budgeting
of time.
B. Review the process of completing the study
schedule form.
C. llistribute several forms to each student.
Subject: Number of pages Number of hours Number of hours
read for all studied for all
studied for most
courses courses difficult course
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2 9 Summarize major points:
A. what is self-monitoring?
B. How self-monitoring is wsed?
C. Why is self-monitoring helpful?
Closing :
1. Summarize the main points of the session.
2. Give home assignment on key words exercise.





At the end of *the session participants will
be able to:-
State in their own words a real situation of1.
a performance goal.
Draw a graph to record progress in study as2
tabulated.
Ask questions about main idea of paragraphs.3
Spot key words by answering basic questions4
beginning with What, What happened, When,
How and Why.
Apply ski l'l to spotting key words in English5
Comprehension.
Review:
Ask to see students' self-monitoring sheets.1.
Check over home assignment on key words2.
exercise.
3. Discuss any problems.
Opening:





Below is an exercise to demonstrate how to
spot key words/phrases in a passage. Since the main
purpose of your reading as a student is to gain in-
formation, you must be aware of the questions that are
answered in the material you are reading. The most basic
questions answered are:
Who is the material about?
What is the material about?
What happened?
Where did it happen?
When did it happen?
what happened?who?
Athlete Frank Williams was greeted at New York's Kennedy
Airport yesterda by a huge crowd of fans. He was
where-
returning from a successful trip to the world Olympics.
when
Practice 2 what?
whatSaki,India- A new superspeed train deraiied and
where
happened?
caught fire, killing 109 people and injuring 670,
the police reported today.when?
A spokesman reported that the accident occurred
why?
because the brakes failed and thus could not slow
the train as it began its descent.
The first step toward increasing reading
efficiency is to spot key words/phrases. To find
key words/phrases look for answers to these common
questions: "Who?" "What is it about?" "What happened?"
"where?" "when?" "How?" and "why?"
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Practice 3
a b c d
(Roger Younq) and(his car)- were (crushed) (today) on a
(mountain pass) The 18-year-old, who lived at 1700
Mains was dead on arrival at Community Hospital.
His parents reported that he had been missing for
over a week. The death occurred as mountains of
(rock and earth rolled down the mountain) onto the
road where he was driving. The small avalanche
occurred because of the (heavy raid) during the
(previous months)
Asking questions while reading helps you
approach your reading in a more organized way. You
can pinpoint the key phrases and not be distracted
and confused by "noisy background material". Your
first job when reading a paragraph is to ask a general
question about the main topic of the paragraph.
Practice 4
Before reading the paragraph below, ask the general
question: "what is the paragraph about?" Then underline
the key words to answer this question.
The banana plant grows in an unusual way. It can reach
anywhere from 15 to 30 feet high and measures from 9
to 16 inches in width at the bottom. Sometimes it is
called a tree. This is wrong, since the plant has no
wood in it. The main stem of the banana plant is made






What is the paragraph about? (Circle the best answer
of the two)
(a) The banana plant grows in an unusual way.
(b) The main stem is made of thick leaves.
Under line the key phrases in the paragraph.
Hibernation means a period of inactivity. The tem-
perature of the animal drops and its metabolic
processes reduced to a minimum. Some rodents that
hibernate are completely inactive their heart and
breathing rates go so low that they barely stay alive.
They get the energy they need from stored fat.
vhat is the paragraph about? (Circle the best answer of
the two)
(a) Hibernation means a period of inactivity.
(b) They get the-energy they need from stored fate
Underline the key phrases in the paragraph.
There are many places where dinosaur bones can be found.
The place with the largest known deposit of.bones is
in Dinosaur, New Mexico. Some say that the bones were
washed downstream by flood waters and were buried in
the sand.
What is the main idea of the paragraph?'
Usually the main idea is found at the beginning of the
paragraph. However, sometimes it is located at the end
of the paragraph:
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The interview method is used to see what an individual's
personality is like. A rating scale is also used to
judge personalities. A personality inventory or question-
naire also gives information about people and the way they




what are performance goals?1.
Performances goals are complete descriptions
of the products that are evaluated and graded
by your teacher.
Whir should I have performance goals?2.
Performance goals assist you to have a clear
idea of what is. expected of you. They help
you select the most useful activities without
wasting time and effort.
Example :
Questions
1) what is course product?
when and where will it be?2)
How much time will be available?3)
What type of questions will be asked?4)
How many questions will be asked?5)




Study skills training course- oral1)
presentation.
10 minutes later, in this room.2)
3) 20 seconds.
4) What methods are used by your group
members for self-monitoring study.
One question will be asked.5)
Your group's methods in summary.6)
Why should I measure my progress?3.
Study activities are not graded and evaluated by
teachers. Teachers evaluate products such as,
tests, guizz, and essays. You are responsible
for the day-by-day evaluation of your own study
activities, You must know if you are keeping
up or falling behind. Information on your progress
will help you make necessary changes in your study
activities in order to reach your goals.
How can I keep track of my progress?4.
By using the self-monitoring form and the production
rraph, an accurate record of progress can be kept.
These tools'give a clear view of daily progress.
On the production graph you should draw a goal
line to indicate how-much you have to do or want
to do. When you have reached this line, you will
know that you have reached your goal. Draw the
progress guideline to tell you when you are working










27th April Sub--goal line147
3 weeks
145
MCQ, short answers, Sub-goal line143
diagrams 141







Ask students to give oral reports on self-
monitoring behaviour.
Provide graph paper for them to draw self-
monitoring information for the next two weeks.
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Closing :
Clarify problems and questions.1.
Give home assignment on self-monitoring2.
worksheet and reading key words exercises.
(Appendix A- 4, 5)





At the end of the session participants will
be able to:-
Locate key words/phrases which answer the
1.
main idea questions in short passages and
in textbook chapters.
State in their own words the uses of
2.
underlining in textbooks.
Understand the relationship between central
3.
theme, main points and details in diagram forms.




Reinforce self-monitoring behaviour by
1.
checking the Self-monitoring Sheet and
Production Graph,
Check home assignment on spotting key words,
2.
Review the five steps of spotting key words,
3.
4. Discuss any problems.
Opening:
Share goals for the session.
Discuss ion:
Part I-
A. The uses of underlining in textbooks.
1) Incidental to reading.
2) Notes riht in the text.
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3) Less time-consuming than taking notes.
4) As an aid for later review.
5) Greater comprehension through a firm
grasp of the structure of the ideas.
6) Longer retention resulting from a
simplified method of review.
B. Difficulties in underlining.
1) Simple approach which does not force
reader to think about the overall
structure.
2) Tendency to over-underline as one
reads along.
3) Tendency to repeat and include conflicting
points.
4) Extra work in review as a result,
5) Confusion as a result.
6) Tendency to underline in complete-
sentences.
7) Difficulty in seeing organization.
C. The right way to underline.
1) Look over the whole passage/chapter
to get a general idea of how the
information. is organized.
There are various structures showing
the relationship of the central theme,
main points and details.
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Structure- different levels of meaning
in the material s
central theme, main points
and details. More complete
understanding of the related
parts of a whole.
Central- overall idea which ties together
Theme
all of the information, underlying
thought and purpose,
Main Points- major ideas supporting the central
theme.
Details- simple facts, illustrations,
examples which support the main
points and add to the understanding
of the way in which the main
points support the central
theme.
These levels of 'importance are relative. In
a whole book the central theme of a chapter
would become, the main points or even a
detail.
2) Read until the end of a section before marking
and annotating.
3) Encircle the central theme or, if it is not
directly stated, write your own at the
beginning of the passage/chapter.
4) Underline the key words which reveal the
main idea.
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5) Look for key words which represent the
main idea.
6) Use numbering/annotation system that
shows levels of importance and relationship
among the words marked.
7) Include marginal codes to show association,
objections, questions and appreciation,
if desired.
D. Examples in Underlining Key -Words and Phrases.
Many good students prefer to underline the key
words in their books. As in regular note-taking,
just the key words should be marked. Under-
lining more than 15 or 20 percent of the words
clutters the page and affords you little help.
If you have underlined a page intelligently,
weeks later you can recall the important facts
by rereading only the underlined words. The
following paragraph is an example of effective
underlining. Note. that few words, only those
indicating the bare essentials, are marked.
The, secondary schools and universities of.
Poland were closed by the Nazis from the time
of the invasion in 1939 until the collapse of
the Nazi regime. The Poles do not need
universities or secondary schools, declared
Hans Frank, the Nazi governor-general of Poland.
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During that six-year period many teachers
and professors, although officially assigned
to industrial or military work, continued at
night to meet their classes clandestinely in
cellars, lofts, and forests. An underground
committee for education trained teachers,
coordinated the teaching, and even issued
diplomas. An estimated 60,000 youths were
thus able to continue their secondary schooling,
and approximately 6000 attended secret
universities.
Read through a page from any book and practice
underlining. Then count the number of words
you read and the number of words you underlined.
Divide the number of underlined words by total
words to figure out the percentage of words marked.
Practice 5 (Appendix A- 6).
How manyHow many words did you read?
Approximatelywords did you underline?
what percentage of words did you underline?
Here are two sample underlinings of the same
paragraph. Suppose you had underlined it and
were going to review for an examination. Read
just the underlined words. Which sample is
easier to read? Which would be more useful for
a review? which is the model you will try
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to achieve if you underline?
RODS AND CONES
Since the retina is the sensitive organ for seeing,
it deserves closer attention than the other
structures of the eye. If we examine it with a
microscope, we can see that it is made up of
extremely tiny cells of two basic types-- rods
and cones. The rods are cylindrical in shape, but
the cones are rather tapered. Our best estimate
is that the eye contains between 110, 000, 000 and
125, 000, 000 rods, and between 6,300,000 and 6,800,000'
cones. This tremendous number of rods and cones,
however, does not spread uniformly over the entire
retina. Rather the cones are most numerous in a
highly specialized region of the retina known as
the fovea, and the rods' occur most frequently about
20 degrees away from the fovea, The. fovea is a
slightly depressed area of thei retina.
RODS AND CONES
Since the retina is the sensitive organ for seeing,
it deserves closer attention than the other
structures of-the eye, If we examine it with a
microscope, we can' see that it is made up of
extremely tiny cells of two basic types-- rods
and cones. The rods are cylindrical in shape, but
the cones are rather tapered, Our best-estimate
is that the eye contains between 110,000,000 and
125, 000, 000 rods, and between 6,300,000 and 6,800,000
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cones. This tremendous number of rods and cones, however,
does not spread uniformly over the entire retina, Rather
the cones are most numerous in a highly specialized region
of the retina known as the fovea, and the rods occur most
frequently about 20 degrees away from the fovea. The
fovea is a slightly depressed area of the retina.
Part II-
Practice 6
Read the following paragraph. Look for key words/phrases
which answer the main-idea question: What are some of
the contrasts in large cities?
In large cities one can see decaying slum houses in
proximity to modern apartment buildings, and old neighbour-
hoods bordering with new ones. Some areas have efficient
public transportation system while other areas are isolated.
Large cities are places of great contrast.
Underline the three sets of key words that answer the
question:
What are some of the contrasts in large cities?
Practice 7
Read the paragraph below the underline key words that
relate to the general question: what are the political
achievements of the leader?.
The political achievements of the leader won him great
admiration among his people. He drove back the rebels,
found able associates, and built the government. His
greatest achievement was to unify the newborn nation.
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Practice with Biology textbook.
l. Write a question to help you find out what the
chapter is arout. The easiest way to do this is to
turn the title of the chapter into a question.
2. Survey the chapter to find the general answer to
this question.
3. Survey a summary as the most efficient way to have
an overview of the chapter.
Example: Here is a summary at the end of a chapter.




Most of the problems which results from urban living
are new. Therefore, the solution to these problems
requires new approaches and methods. Some of the common
problems centre on how to:
(a) decrease density of population
(b) improve transportation from residential
to industrial areas
(c) prevent water and air pollution
(d) establish efficient systems of taxation
and
(e) plan for future growth.
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What are the key words related to the general questions




4. Survey the first and last paragraphs for information
which-answers the general question about the chapter.
Example: Below are the first and last paragraphs from
a chapter on African history. Underline the
key words that are related to the general
question.
QuestionChapter Title
MVthS and Facts about African origin
Last ParagraphFirst Paragraph
Thus, the findings ofThere are various myths
archeologists show thatrelated to African origins.
the real Africa was veryTwo of these are :
different from the early(i) Africa was a dark
continent
views. In the years




achieved a cultural pro-came from the idea
that light came out gress equal to and often
of the East and the
superior to that in Europe
second wad due to
at the same time. Africathe seventeenth-
century discoveries was a land of many lan-





5. Survey study questions for information which helps
you answer the general question about the chapter.
These study questions are usually found at the end
of the chapter. Such questions can give you a good
idea of what the author considers most important.
Example s Survey the following study questions from
a chapter. in a Biology textbook. Then add
two key words to the list below.
QuestionChapter Title
The Theory of Evolution What is the theory of evolution?
Study Questions
1) What are the major evidences of evolution?
2) How does the study of fossils support the theory
of evolution?
3) State the important principle of Lamarck' s theory.
4) Explain Derwin's theory of evolution.
Key words
(a) evidence of evolution (c)
(d)(b) fessils
6. Survey .subheadings as a method of-surveying a chapter.
Usually you can turn each subheading directly into a
question without writing down the key words.
Example: Survey the following subheadings from a
chapter in a biology textbook. Then
add two questions to the list below.
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Chapter Title Question
What is the cell?The Cell
QuestionSubheading
What was Hooke's discovery?(a) Hooke' s Discovery
What was the structure of the(b) The Structure of the
cell?cell.
(c) The structure of the cell
(d) The Nucleus of the cell
Closing :
Clarify problems and questions.1.
Give home assignment on underlining (Appendix A-2.
7, 8) and reading for key words (Appendix A- 9,
10).




At the end of the session participants will be
able to:-
1. Show an increase in time spent on studies as
depicted by the graph record.
2. Go through the identification of key words
procedure again quickly and with a competency
level of at least 90%.
3. Follow a standard procedure of surveying a
textbook chapter before underlining.
4. State the definition of self-reinforcement
5. Know when to apply the above technique and
with what to reward oneself.
6. Fill out the self-reinforcement form.
Review:
1. Reinforce self-monitoring behaviour by checking
the Self-monitoring sheet (Appendix A- 11).
2. Review recognition of key words:
Five steps
(1) Ask a general question: what is the
paragraph about?
(2) Find the main idea sentence which is
usually at either the beginning or the
end of a paragraph.
(3) Change the main idea into a question
by adding a question word, e.g. What,
When, Where, How, Who, Why.
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(4) Underline key words to answer this
question.
(5) Use question words to help find the
answer.
Opening
Share goals with the students.
:Discussion
Fart I-
Here are directions for you to follow while
surveying a textbook chapter before underlin-




Circle the words which best describe the
a.








The aids in the chapter are
(3) pictures(2) photographs(1) graphs
(4) diagrams (5) study questions
Write a general question for the chapter,d.
?
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e. Underline the parts in the chapter you will use
for the survey.















Try to answer the key word questions before lookingh.
for the right answers.
Underline the key words which answer the questions.i.
Practice 9
Using a short chapter from your Biology textbook,




a. Circle the words that best describe the structure
of the chapter.
(1) subheadings (2) introduction (3) no sub-
headings
(4) summary
b. Are there any study aids provided in the chapter?
Yes No
c. The aids present in the chapter.
(1) charts (2) graphs (3) pictures
(4) photographs (5) study questions
d. write a general question about the chapter.
e. Underline the parts in the chapter you will
survey to answer your questions
f. Underline the correct key words or phrases that
answer the general question.











A. Self-reinforcement is rewarding oneself for
good study behaviour. The reward can be
either covert, as self-praise, or overt,
as watching T.V. or getting a snack.
.B. The basic procedure for self-reinforcement
is•
Study Self-record study behaviour
Evaluate study behaviour Self-reinforce.
C, Self-reinforcement should be used when you
have met.your study goals*
2. Practice 10-
A. Hand out the. self-reinforcement examples
page (see Appendix A-11).
B. Have students fill out the page.
Example s Sample. of the self-reinforcement
procedure.
Study Self-record study behaviour
Evaluate study behaviour
Self-reinforce.
1) Study- Math, Spanish, History.
2) Record- Math, 2 hours Spanish,
1 hour History, 2 hours.
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3) Evaluate- I did a highly




I really did a fine job
of studying today:
b. Overt self-reward- Go
out for a pizza.
C1osing
1. Summarize major points,
A. Define Self-reinforcement.
B. When and how to use self-reinforcement to
improve your studying.
C. Give out Self-reinforcement example page
for filling in as homework. (Appendix A-11)




At the end of the session participants will be
able to:-
State the reasons for taking down notes*1.
Distinguish the traditonal notes from the2.
pattern notes
Know the connection between how the brain3.
functions and. the pattern notes format.
Explain the advantages of pattern notes,4,
5.Change short paragraphs into pattern notes*.
Review:
Reinforce self-reinforcement behaviour.1.
Check home assignment on underlining.2.
3, Discuss any problems.
Opening
Share goals for the session.
Discussion:
The reasons for taking notes are:-
1) Provides a permanent record.
2) Helps to overcome limitations in recording
and storing, information.
3) Involves vision and muscular functions to
facilitate learning.
4) Utilizes the results of research studies
which show that students who take notes do
better in examinations than those who do
not.
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1. Teaching: Traditional note-taking
















1) Main idea is clearly defined.
2) Relative importance of each idea is
indicated.
3) Ideas are linked and interlined.
4) Open structure allows new ideas to be
assimilated e
5) Each note pattern is different, aiding
recall and review.
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Main idea is clearly defined1.
2. Relative importance of each idea is indicated
3.
Ideas are linked and interlinked
4.
Open structure allows mew ideas to be
assimilated
5. Each note pattern is different, aiding
recall and review
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The brain and note-taking
How words travel in linear, verbal and written,
form is not of concern 'at this time. More important is
how the brain processes messages after they are received.
The brain is not dealing with messages in simple
lists and line. An enormously complex process of sorting,
selecting, analysing and evaluating is taking place in
the mind. A network of words and ideas is being juggled
and inter-linked so that communication can be carried
out to the listener e Recent evidence shows that the
brain works in multi-dimensional and pattern- forming
ways. In daily life, many forms of information are non-
linear, e. g. photos, illustrations, charts, diagrams,
statistics, and the brain is perfectly capable of handling
them. The brain handles information in a three dimensional
manner. Considering only verbal and written communication,
the linear form, gives an incomplete picture of how the
brain functions.
The recipient however, is not simply observing
a long list of words like sucking up noodles. He is
receiving each word in the multiordinate dimensional
context and coding, analysing, criticizing the messages
in his own personal interpretation. Much misunderstanding
arises because individuals have different associations
for the same word. (Refer back to the exercise on
key words).
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The brain's non-linear character is further
confirmed by recent bidchemical, physiological, and
psychological research.' Each discipline is discovering
that the organism is not only non-linear but also
extremely interlaced.
Since the brain works primarily with key
concepts in an integrated manner, Note-taking should
be structured in key. words and links rather than in
lines. Rather than start from the top and work down in
lists, one should start from the centre with the main
idea and branch out.
Classroom practice of the organic pattern method for
note-taking
Look at the different patterns students have
created. Comment on them and select some good ones to
show to the students,
Problems which students.have encountered in
patterning can be presented and discussed in class.
Some of the common problems :-
organizationorder













































1) Do not structure 'your ideas before having considered
all of the information.
2) sort out the logical sequence in the last stage.
3) Do not be concerned with a beginning and an end.
just slot them4) Do not stop writing. As ideas come,
in freely and as quickly as you can.
5) Do not be concerned with neatness since it is the
content that is most important.
Since the brain is very imaginative and can
visualize objects with eyes closed, it can instantaneously
and randomly call up millions of images. The brain
handles information better if the information is designed
to slot in. Notes which are more colourful, dimensional
and creative will be more readily understood.




4) Three dimensional figures
5) Creativity
6) Colour
a. After the pattern has been completed,
circle each area with a different coloure
b. Number the area in the sequence you want
them to appear.
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Transformation pattern to speech/article/book
Putting the pattern back into written or verbal
form is accomplished by-going through the notes point by
point, following the branched connections. Using this
technique will save time and be more effective in reviewing
any written work.
Final points on note-taking
1) It is advisable in the initial stage to have two blank
pages on-going at the same time.
2) The left-hand page is used for patterned notes, and the
right hand page for graphs or lists.
2. Exercise:-
A. Use ten minutes to make an schematic note pattern on
a subject or a topic with which you are most familiar.
Think of it as a basis for making a speech. Use plentry
of colour and remember the following points-
1) Use printing.
2) Connect words to other words by lines.
3) Recall everything your mind relates to
the central idea.
4) Do not worry about order or space.
5) Put thoughts down without pause using only
key words. This is brain-storming.
B. Consider other ways that you can use the schematic
patterning in daily life. Present your ideas in
schematic pattern form.




A. Summarize main points of the session.
B. Clarify problems and questions.
C. Home assignment on making pattern notes to
devise a plan for the coming weekend study
programme.





At the end of the session participants will
be able to :-
1. Verbalize the advantages of using pattern
notes.
2. List the key points to bear in mind when
making pattern notes.
3. Apply skill learnt to convert a paragraph
from the biology textbook into pattern notes.
Review:
1. Reinforce self-reinforcement behaviour by
self-reporting.
2, Check home assignment on pattern note-taking,
3. Clarify problems.
Opening:
Share goals for the session.
Discussion:
A. Advantages of using pattern notes in studies
The key form of noting is the best way to record
information for memory and recall. Instead of writing
in lines when preparing information to be remembered,
create a visual interlinking structure which more
naturally represents your mind and memory on paper.
This memory pattern shows the links between one idea,
or one fact, and another. Because it is visually
different, there is an immediate advantage in having
a unique structure that is far easier to remember than
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the usual pages of standard linear notes. The form
also allows you to grasp the whole of the subject by
enabling you to see the various interrelationships.
B. More explanation of the techniques of pattern note-
taking
1) Write the title in the centre of a plain piece
of paper.
2) The points stem out from the centre. Always use
single key words in the- pattern. The next most
important points link off the main points, and then
sub-points off those points etc. This tree-like
structure grows as you add information but it is
necessary to understand the information before
you know where to place it correctly.
3) Make sure that your handwriting is very legible.
In order to see and read the pattern easily, use
separate, clear and rounded letters, not ordinary
handwriting.
4) Write the individual key words on the line. If you
do not do this, the pattern becomes visually
confusing and therefore less easy to remember.
5) Use arrows, codes and colour to help you relate
and link up the various ideas in the pattern.
6) Try to make the pattern as original as possible.
Since it is easy to remember anything that is
unusual, each pattern should be visually unique.
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7) Use images or symbols if you feel these are more
appropriate than words* If an idea or fact is
naturally seen by you as an image, use it. In
this case, a verbal tag should not be used since
it will only slow your recall.
8) Try to inject some realism into the pattern. It
is much easier for the mind to remember its real
three dimensional environment which uses colour,
shapes, structures and images.
Khen_ using a memory pattern to take notes, it can be








On one side you have the pattern form and on the
other side you have information that does not really
fit into the pattern, e.g., formulae, quotations,
definitions, statistics and graphs o These can simply
be related to the various parts of the pattern which
you need for review. The accompanying linear notes are
more apt to contain information which can be more easily
learnt by using mnemonics. To review, take the completed
pattern and make sure that all the words and images bring
the correct information back to mind. Since the memory
pattern has a unique visual structure, it is easier to
commit to 'memory than page after page of similar-looking
notes. The pattern also shows the connections of the
key words in the same order that they tend to be
remembered. For three reasons, the pattern is more
effective to review than a simple list of key words,
More demonstration of pattern note-taking
1) Select a paragraph in the Biology-textbook and do
the pattern notes with the students
Practice 11 Making Pattern Notes
From a Paragraph in the Biology Textbook
Text title Mater and the Organism
The importance 'of water in the various processes
carried on by living organisms cannot be emphasized too
much. The chemical processes of respiration and
photosynthesis cannot proceed without water. The
only way chemical substances of any kind can pass
through the membrane barriers in living organisms
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is by dissolving in water and passing through by diffusion.
Oxygen dissolves in a thin film of liquid on the walls of
the alveoli in order to-be able to pass through into the
capillaries. Food particles have to be in a soluble form
before they can be absorbed in the small intestine.
of the numerous compounds and elements found in
living organisms water is the most abundant. The actual
percentage of water varies. On some organisms water makes
up ninety percent of the total body weight. In humans it
makes up about seventy percent of the body weight.
Most of this water is contained in the cytoplasm of
the cells and in the intercellular spaces.The rest is


























2) Select a chapter in the t3iology textbook
and do the pattern notes with the students.
(Water relations in plants. Appendix A12
Closing :
Clarify problems and questions.1.
Give home assignment.2.







At the end of the session participants will
be able to:-
List the steps in the preparation stage before
1
using the organic study method,
List the four main steps in the organic study
2.
method
Explain why it is called organic study method.
3.
State the importance of the overview step.
4.
Follow the guided procedure of “overview”
5.
ttpreview invi ew and “review” in studying
fromhei Olv textbook.
Review:
Check home ass§nment on pattern notes e
1,
Review self-reinforcement for study behaviour*
2,
3 Discuss any problems.
Opening:
Share goals for the session.
Recognize the organic study method as a series
1.
of interrelated aspects for approaching study
material.
2.Continue to practice the organic study method.0
Discuss ion:
The Organic Study Method1.
A. Preparation
1) Start work straight away without waiting
until you are in the mood.
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2) Time and amount of study
(a) Decide on the period of-time for
one session of study.
(b) Decide what amount of material to
cover in the time* allocated.
This decision is important in that
it gives the student an idea of what
he will-be doing and the end goal
he will be achieving.
(c) Select a reasonable number of pages
for the time of study in order not
to overload yourself. This will
enable you to feel more at ease and
sure of- completion. Also your mind
knows where you are going to start
rounding things off towards the
ending,
(d) Place paper markers at the beginnings
and ends to define the amount. to be
read. 'This will make it less f r igthen-
ing.
(e) Take breaks in between. Do not wait
five hours at a stretch. (Ref,
Appendix A-16) Graph of recall during




(a) Browse through the text, flipping through
quickly, glancing at title, author,
pictures, graphs.
(b) Check content table of preface@
(c) Flip through each page, one at a time
in order to familiarize yourself with
the entire book.
4) Pre-knowledge
(a) Jot down in 2 minutes time as fast as
possible all that you know on the subject
you are. going to study.
(b) Use pattern form with key words.
(c) Practice to improve concentration:
eliminate wandering establish a good
mental set, preparing the mind for
important information activate the
storage system to set the mind off in
the right directions trigger the
incentive to learn in case one knows
nothing about the subject.
5) Questioning
(a) Decide what one wants from a book.










In order to stress the importance of overview,
the teacher should ask the class to solve the
following problem.
Suppose you are the leader of a search party
searching for lost friends in an unknown and
primitive territory. All kinds of communications
and locating equipment are lost. There are no
compasses, no maps and no radio. All that is
known about the surrounding territory is that it
is very rough, with jungles, swamps, mountains,
hills and a few paths and open areas.,
What would you do to find your lost friends
efficiently?.
Hopefully, the student will recognize that
it is more sensible for the leader to send
members to scout in different directions, and
to report back at certain fixed intervals.
Their functions are to provide the rescue patrol
with information necessary to overcome difficulties
and to find the most accessible path to the lost
friend.
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The above situation is to illustrate that
the most reasonable approach in studying a new
text is to get a ,general idea of what is in it
before charging in to read the first page. This
process is termed overview and should include
surveying.
overview
Surveying a chapterSurveying whole book
First and last paragraphstitle page
Summariespreface
Headingstable of contents
Conclusionsflip through the book
2) Preview
(a) Concentrate on beginnings and ends of paragraphs,
sections, chapters and even whole texts because
information is usually concentrated there.
(b) Make marks at margins for inview to come back
for more detail later.
(c) Read the summary, results and conclusions first
without reading all the material.
(d) Concentrate on special areas. Selection and
rejection of material is very important at





































(a) Fill in important areas.
(b) Move over difficult sections
difficult
section
because the brain can have time to work on it sub-
consciously. The difficult section would be seen
in context or in relation to the whole book. Methods
or different approaches to tackle this part may be
available and we will return to it later. Also by
beginning at a difficult area would release the
tension and set mind at usual momentum again.
(c) Make notes and also underline or put coding in
margins:
straight line for important concepts.
curve line for difficult or 'unclear material.
a tick for agreeing with the author on that point.
a question mark for querying his pointe.
a cross mark for disagreeing with the author's
view.
an exclamation mark for arresting and challenging
idea.
Do not be afraid of marking books. Books are not
sacred and the more marks and coding you put on them
the more useful the book will be for future reference.
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4) Review
(a) This is the completing stage.
(b) Make master pattern (final picture)
on book in addition to the smaller
or subheading patterns already made
in various chapters.
(c) Make plans for continuing review
programme and stick to it.
Final suggestion on the application of
the Organic Study Method. The amount of
study to be covered should be decided
before the period of time. The subject
matter must be known before decisions on
amount and time made. The purpose of
study and the pre-knowledge should be the
pivot or guiding force.
Vary or change the order of sequence if
desirable. The method is not to be taken as a
step by step progression but as inter-related
approaches to study. For example, the overview
section can.be eliminated in books where it is
inappropriate or repeated several times if
appropriate. In other words, the method should
be as flexible. as possible and should be adapted
to suit the kind of material and purpose of
study.
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Apply skill in studying a chapter of Biology2.
textbook. Go over all the steps of organic
study with students. Guide students through
the procedure step by step in class.
(Appendix A-17).
Closing:
Summarize the main points of the session.1.
What are the four steps in the Organic Study
Method.
Before the study what sort of preparation
should be done.
Why is it necessary to select and reject
material during reading?
Home assignment on Organic Study Method.2.
Encourage students to continue to do self-3.
monitoring and self-reinforcement.




At the end of the session participants will be
able to:-
Verbalize the procedures of the organic study1.
method.
Tell how they have applied the organic study2.
method in studying a chapter of their i3i of ogy
textbook.
Explain how the organic study method can help3.
study in other subjects.




Check understanding of the organic study method.2.
3. Clarify any problems.
Opening:
Share goals for the session.
Discussion:
Part I-
Revise steps in Organic Study Method1.
A. Preparation
1) start now






1)Overview- get general idea.
2) Preview- select and reject material.
3) Inview marking and underlining
important points.
4) Review- making master pattern notes o





2) Time and amount- 30 minutes 27 pages.
3) Pre-survey- take five minutes to look
for the following information








experiment to illustrate osmosis
terminology relating to osmosis
summary
Water and the Organisms
the importance of water
how do living organisms obtain
the water they need
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Water relations in plants
structure of roots
how does water pass into the cells
of roots
loss of water from cells- trans-
piration
control of transpiration
protection against excess water loss
through transpiration
4) Pre-knowledge- get the general idea of the
topic.
(a) Think and recollect on what you know on
the subject.















1) overview-take five minutes to get
the general ideas from the
chapter. Use some of the
devices such as key words,
scanning, topic sentences,
topic headings, summaries.
2) Preview- Flip through each page.
Look for ideas. Read the
first and last sentence of
a paragraph.
3) Inview- Read the chapter to answer
questions previously listed.
Take notes or underline your
books.
4) Review- Keep your books closed and try
to remember the.main points
of each topic read.
Expected answers :
What is osmosis?
Why is it an important natural phenomenon?
How can we know osmosis-process is present?
What are the meanings of hypertonic,
isotonic and hypotonic?
What are the factors influencing this
process?
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3. Discuss application of the method in other
fields of study.
Divide into subgroups and each subgroup
discuss the method's applicability to one
subject.
Part 2-
1. Have students relate what kind of self-
reinforcement method each one is using.
2. Evaluate usefulness of self-reinforcement.
3. Discuss how to gradually stop using self-
reinforcement without affecting quantity and
quality of study,
Closing:
1. Give home assignment on the organic study
method.
2. Encourage students to continue giving self-
reinforcement at home is necessary, gradually
stopping as habits and attitudes are established.






At the end of the counselling session, student
will be able to:-
1. Review-the skills learnt to see whether they
are .suitable for student's need.
2. Discuss how to adjust the skills learnt to suit
individual needs.
3. Identify weaknesses and problems encountered
in study.
4. Discuss how to overcome inappropriate study
behaviour and how to promote desirable study
behaviour.
5, Set a timetable, for. scheduled study activities.
6. Plan ahead and set clear short-term and long-
term goals.
Procedure:
(Due to individual differences only outlines of
the steps taken are put down).
1. Review
A. So far in this course of Learn How to Study
we have learned a set of simple skills for
studying. Doing these will help us with
more memory of what we study then just
reading over pages.
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Ask for the answers of the following
ques tibns:-
How to spot key words?
How to underline?
How to outline?
How to take notes?
How to read a chapter?
Be We have also found some of the mental
activities or procedures which have to be
at work in order for you to learn quickly
and well.
Ask for the answers of following questions:
How to motivate yourself to learn?
How to withstand temptation and concentrate?
How to get your studies organized?
How to form a regular habit of study?
Discussion s
Allow student time to ventilate his difficulties,
Empathy and understanding' alone however is not sufficient
for' solving the problems. Goals have to be verbalised and-
mutually agreed upon. Specific, pertinent, attainable and
measurable ways have to be formulated for solving each
problem or a series of related problems.
Treatment s
A systematic procedure can be formulated by the
counsellor to promote specific changes in the behaviour
of the student. The desirable behaviour is learnt or
adopted by using the behaviour modification technique.
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A. Define the behaviour agreed upon to be
changed
Make the problem specific by asking s
Nhat was the problem?
When did it occur?
where did it occur?
How did it occur?
What is the agreement on changing it?
B. Chart base-line before reinforcement
On the operant level, the specific
behaviour could be charted for frequency
and duration. For example: study hours
can be charted for one week to form the
base-line.
C. Plan learning situation strategy
Depending on individual preference, any
of the following strategies can be used:
1) extinction and positive reinforcement
2) modeling and positive reinforcement
3) role shifting and positive reinforcement
4) behaviour contract.
D. Plan reinforcement
Identify each student's reward system
What is the most important thing to him?
E. Perform planned situation and reinforcement
Goal can be subdivided into sub-goals and-
small steps can be taken to reach each
sub-goal at one time.
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F. Chart reinforced behaviour
2 record of observable change is
useful as compared with the baseline.
Time Scheduling:
A. Review on the timetable made by the
student in session two.
D. Discuss workable alternatives if
necessary.
Goals:
A. Forming of short-term immediate goals?
B. Forming of long-term goals?
C. Career considerations?
Closing s
A. Encourage student to adhere to a good
study habit.
B. Encourage student to continue using skills
learnt everyday.
C. Fill in Learn How to Study Course
Evaluation Form. (Appendix A-18).
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VI RESULTS
Appendices E and F contain the raw data of the
deviations and experimental groups. The means and standard
deviations are given in Tables 1 and 2, and means of the
two groups are graphically represented in Figures 5 and 6.
Table 1
Mean Scores and Standard Deviations












Mean Scores and Standard Deviations









46.4 63.4 15.8 13.0
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Figure 5 Comparjson of pre-Test and Post-Test


























Figure 6 Comparison of the Pre-Test and
post-Test Mean Scores of the
Biology Tests
The pre-test mean scores of the control group.
tended to be higher than the pre-test scores of the
experimental group,but the experimental group obtained
a significatly higher mean score on the post-test.
t-tests are used to see whether the grougs were
initially different. The summary statistics of t-test
for the difference in the mean scores of the two groups
are presented in Tables 3 and 4.
Table 3
t-Test for English Comprehension
Pre-Test Between Groups
Group n Mean Standard Deviation t-Value
Experimental 30 9.4 2.9 1.20
Control 30 10.2 2.7
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Table 4




The t-value of the English Comprehension pre-test
between the experimental and control groups is 1.20 and the
t-value of the Biology pre-test between the experimental
and control groups is 0.70. These figures indicate that
there are no significant difference between the two groups
in the pre-tests.
Table 5
t-Test for English Comprehension





*Significant at 0.01 level
Table 6
t-Test for Biology Pre-Test





*Significant at 0.01 level
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The t-values of 0.82 and 1.27 for English
Comprehension and Biology pre-tests and post-tests
of the control group do not show a significant difference.
The t-values of 3.70 and 6.77 for English Comprehension
and Biology pre-tests and post-tests of the experimental
group indicate a significant difference.
An analysis of covariance was performed on the
post-test data for each test using the pre-test score
as a covariate. The statistical information is shown in
Tables 7 and 8.
Table 7
Analysis of Covariance between Means of







Analysis of Covariance Between Means







The analysis of covariance between the
experimental and the control groups shows that a signi-
ficant difference is found after the effect of the
pre-test scores has been removed. This confirms that
a planned-study skills and counselling programme is
effective in improving the academic'achievement of
secondary school students in their arts and science
subjects, since students who have received a planned
instruction on study skills and group and individual
counselling score higher on the English Comprehension
and Biology post-tests.
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VII CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A Conclusions
The results of the statistical analysis clearly
indicate that the students who had participated in the
Learn How to Study course obtained higher academic
achievements on the English Comprehension and Biology
post-tests than those who had not participated. The
results of this study are consistent with those obtained
in other investigations using a study skills training
approach in improving academic achievement (Palmatier
Bennett, 1974 Troutman, 1977 Annis Davis, 1976
Robyak Downey, 1978 Townsend, 1978 Katz Wright.,
1977 Furukawa others, 1980 Mussano, 1977 Driskell,
1976 Herman, 1972).
Behaviour self-control techniques are also
incorporated in this study skills training course
therefore, the results can be compared favourably
with those obtained by other investigators who also
used behaviour self-control in modifying achievement-
oriented or achievement-related behaviours (Prociuk
Breen, 1974 Harris Trujillo, 1975 Greiner Karoly,
Goldman, 1978 Sagotsky others 1978)e
The combined effect of study skills and
behavioural self-control should sustain the learned
skills. This aspect can be favourably compared to that
in other studies (Beneke Harr. is, 1972 Richards et al
1975 Harris Ream, 1972 Groveman et al 1975). Based
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on positive findings of this research, the inclusion
of this course in the school curriculum will be
discussed.
The general results of this study show that
underachievers in Form IV may be able to develop
study skills and to achieve satisfactory performance.
As the number of dropouts may increase, a method to
reduce stress and to improve study efficiency would
become necessary. Besides, study skills course would
have a positive effect on ordinary students in
developing their academic potential.
B Discussions and Implications
This study was directed specifically toward
educational improvement. The experiment was carried
out in a local school. The subject matter of the
research, i.e., improving student achievement by
instilling effective study skills and habits, is a
concern of both the teachers and the students. The
following procedures should be considered in implementing
the programme.
(1) Scope of the Study Skills Course
When planning the syllabus for the training
manual, it is important to decide what study skills
should be included. The researcher or the trainer
should first inquire: What are the characteristic
backgrounds of the target population? What are
their special needs and weaknesses? What skills
are essential at this stage of their educational
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development? Will the skills lead to better
academic achievement? What advance preparations
need to be made? These questions are quite easy
to answer, if an inventory. of study skills could
be administered to the students e Then, it is
necessary to determine which self-disciplining
technique to- be incorporated into the syllabus
in order to systematize the skills as stable study
habits. A suitable self-disciplining technique
should be chosen for a particular group of students o
(2) Order of Presentation
Secondly, care must be given to the order of
presentation. Easier and simpler skills should be
taught first. For example: spotting key words and
developing vocabulary should be mastered before
reading speed. The step by step sequence should
be planned so that the impact. of one particular
training component is incorporated in the subsequent
skills, Should the behavioural self-control skills
be taught separately, in a few sessions devoted
entirely to this purpose or should they be
interlaced in each study skills session? The
latter procedure seems-preferable, because this
adds variety and reinforces ,the self-control skills
It is iniportant that a sufficient number of
drills and exercises should be included, so that
students can acquire a thorough understanding and
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mastery of each skill before introducing the
next. It is also advisable to have individualized
assignments whenever necessary.
(3) Administering the Study Skills Course
When presenting the course, there are certain
points which require careful consideration. First,
the duration of the course should be decided,
Researchers usually favour longer courses. In
practice, however, it is found that students may
become bored if the course is too long. The best
effect can be obtained if the skills are separately
introduced in short courses of six to eight
sessions. In this way, the instructional dosages
are small enough for students to swallow and to
digest before another course. Also, a sense of
completion and achievement can be instilled. The
end of the course can be conveniently used for an
interim evaluation. Eliciting students' reactions
to the course, and informing them of how well they
have learned the skill, may motivate them to
continue in the next course.
Second, the length of each session has to be
decided. A two-hour session, if used solely for
teaching and practicing study skills, may seem too
long for most students Different activities
should be introduced for variety. This point will
be discussed again.
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Third, the frequency of the course should be
considered. Two sessions a week may overburden the
students because of the frequency of practical work and
home assignments required by the course. One session
a week may not maintain the interest of the students e
Perhaps a session every fourth day, e.g., this week's
Monday and Friday, then next week's Tuesday and Saturday,
would be appropriate.
Fourth, the size of the student group should be
taken into account. If only one teacher is responsible
for the entire group, then the maximum size-of the group
should be twenty. On the other hand, too small a group
cannot have the effect of competition. In a group of
twenty, five subgroups could be formed and inter-group
discussions and competitions could be arranged.
Fifth, the teacher for the study skills course should
be enthusiastic. A variety of approaches, such as group
guidance, energizers, ice-breakers.. role playing,
brain-storming sessions,, recapituation sessions,
group competitions, small-group interaction, and
group games should be employed. Students should be
convinced that such a course can be both enjoyable and
useful. The sessions should be made interesting, so
that students will not withdraw from the course. The
teacher may give a certificate of merit for the best
achievement, best improvement, and best group effort
to the students. The best achievemnt award can be
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decided by the teacher and the best improvement
award can be determined by self-nomination. The
best group effort award can be decided by secret
ballot of the five subgroups.
(4) Motivating the Students
The main problem in the implementation of the
study skills programme is that of inducing the
students to participate and maintaining their
interest. Research findings show that volunteered
students achieved higher academic achievement than
coerced students. The dropout rate can be as high
as 83%(Beneke Harris, 1972). To motivate students
to enroll in such courses, they should be made to
understand that they are responsible for their
own learning and achievement. They must know
the reasons for their decision to undertake such
a course. If they know why they take the course,
they are most likely to complete the course*
The teacher is also a determinant for students'
continuing efforts. He should be aware of the
need for developing sound study skills, He should
view the study skills course as a-, part of his
responsibility to improve the performance of the
students ,e He should have good leadership
qualities, enthusiasm and professional competence.
Each study skills session requires the teacher to
plan with adequate practice exercises and home
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assignments should-be returned by the teacher
in the following session for discussion and
correction. At the end of the course, the teacher
should ask the students to evaluate the course
and himself as the instructor. This helps the
teacher to improve his effectiveness in the next
course.
Finally, the principal plays an important
role in establishing the study skills programme
in -the curriculum. In some cases, the principal
may merely recommend that a study skills programme
be taught by a specific teacher. In other cases,
he may give direct guidance in the programme.
The study skills should be recognized as an area
of education in school, and the principal is
responsible in getting the cooperation of the
students, teachers, and parents,
C Recommendations
Though most students want to succeed academically
they are unable to do so because they are unaware of basic
study techniques' (Townsend 1978) a Over the last ten years,
there has been an increasing recognition by teachers and
administrators of the need for specific help in reading
and in developing study skills at the secondary school
level. To.minimize underachievement at the secondary
level, it is essential that students begin their programme
with a special course on learning how to learn. In Hong
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Kong, as a result of the introduction of universal and
compulsory education for nine years, students with
various family backgrounds and mixed abilities are
allocated to each school. Many Form I students, therefore
find it difficult to cope with the secondary curriculum
and to adjust to the English language as the medium
of instruction, which is used by four.-fifth of the
secondary schools. Furthermore, they are exposed to
the self-reliant and independent method of study,
commonly adopted by secondary schools. Without good
study habits and study skills, they may be unable to
master the secondary school courses, In view of the
feasibility of introducing study skills course in schools,
it is recommended that a new Inspectorate Section be
established in the Education Department to develop
a course of study skills, to provide a detailed syllabus,
to advise various formats and methods for presenting
study skills courses, and to provide visiting consul-
tants for the organization and implementation of the
course in the secondary school curriculum.
Beginning from September 1982, in all the
government9 subsidized and aided schools, there will
be remedial teaching classes for the languages of Chinese
and English in the lower forms. While it is necessary to
strengthen these language foundations, it is equally
important that basic study skills should be taught,
especially to the underachievers. It is recommended
that in the remedial classes, study skills should be
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taught. It is also recommended that the classes should
be distributed in all years in the secondary school,
especially in the first two years. It would be
advisable to initially schedule the course once a week,
with exercises to follow each skill. Other students
who desire such a course should be given the opportunity
to enroll. In this way, students will not only advance
in. the knowledge of subject matter but also in the skill
to learn the subject matter well.
.In a study by Hart Keller 1980, students
placed the greatest responsibility for their low
performance on their own lack of motivation, improper
study habits and inattention to the school work. It is
therefore recommended that schools should have at least
one full-time, well-trained counsellor and several part-
time teacher-counsellors to assume the responsibilities
for screening and selecting studdnt.s for educational
guidance and counselling. Questionnaires should be
administered to find out the students' study habits,
attitudes, and motivation. Various screening tests can
identify the areas which require the attention of
teachers and counsellors.
There are many tests and inventories available.
A widely used one is the Survey, of Study Habits and
Attitudes. (SSHA) by Brown & Holtzman. The present
researcher has frequently used this inventory and has
translated it into Chinese, with slight modifications
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to suit the local secondary school situation. Another
is the Study Habits Inventory (SHI) by Ryan. This
inventory was modified and adapted for the high school
level by Tang (1970). It has been demonstrated that
study habits can be changed through a counselling
programme (Farmer 1975)e Therefore, study skills should
be incorporated with counselling techniques. The
counselling sessions could be based on behavioural
self-control techniques such as self-monitoring and
self-reinforcement. The behaviour modification approaches
are recommended because they are concrete, tangible and
achieveable within a relatively short period of time.
Also, for younger secondary students, these are easier
for them to grasp than other counselling techniques.
To assist the upper form students and the
average achievers, schools should procure books, aids,
and reference materials on study skills and related
topics, so that they are available to students for
self-study. The school librarian should keep students
regularly informed of these resources. An exhibition
of books on study skills and habits should be held at
the beginning of each term. A. section of the library
should be devoted for storing such materials.
Finally in view of the. limitations of this
study such-as small sample (n=30), only two subject
areas (English Comprehension and Biology), only one
academic level (Form IV), it is recommended that more
144
local research be conducted on the relationships
between study skills and academic achievements to see
whether similar results would appear. A large-scale
longitudinal study should be launched in the future
using the entire syllabus at all levels for the
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KEY WORDS EXERCISEAppendix A-1
The American Revolution lasted six long and tremendously1
difficult years.
American Revolution six years
There are two words for street in German Strasse and Gasse2.
Street German Strasse, Gasse
The Feast of Banners is one of the traditional. Japanese3.
festivals.
Feast of Banners Jananese festival
The art of making paper was invented by the Chinese in4.
the second century B.C.
Makinaaer Chinese 2nd C.B.C.
The nebulae we see among the stars such as the ones we5.
see in the Milky Way are composed of gases an3 small
amount of dust.
The art of.Bonzai is the fine art of growing miniature6.
trees in flower pots and other small containers.
The calorie is a unit used in measuring quantities of7.
energy in the form of heat.
Many physicist now believe that matter is made up of8.
particles which are called quanta.
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9. During the early Middle Ages, the period which people
have mistakenly called the dark ages, there were very
real changes going on in economic and social structure.
10. Brass horns of various types some of them quite out-
landish to modern eyes were important in the music
of the early Renaissance.
11. Someone who is pananoid may believe, no matter what
arguments to the contrary are presented, that there
is actual plot against him.
12. The star which is often called the.morning star is
not really a star at a.ll,,it is the planet Venus.
13. Saint'Patrick, who may be familiar to you as the
patron saint of Ireland, was born in the year 389 A.D.
14. It was Leif Ericson who first discovered America, not
Christopher Columbus as we used to believe Leif.
Ericson made his expedition to America in the tenth
century.
15. Abraham Lincoln, one of our most famous presidents, was
born in Kentucky in 1809.
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16. There are two main uses of diamonds: as gems and
in industry.
17. It is genrally correct to say that the field of organic
chemistry concerns itself with carbon compounds.
18. The Renaissance can be roughly divided into three periods:
the early Renaissance, the high Renaissance, and the
late Renaissance.
19. In the most general sense, a dimension is any aspect
of a thing that can be measured.
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Appendix A-2 Spotting key words/phrases
What is concentration? People often say that they cannot
concentrate or that they will never be able to learn to
concentrate better. Quite often it is one's way of life
that takes away former ability in this area. Small
children are well skilled in concentration. Have you ever
seen a youngster so absorbed in playing a game, in reading
or in just daydreaming, or visualizing, that he does not
hear when his parent calls? He is punished for this and
soon learns that he should gear some of his attention to
listening for his parent's or teacher's call.
Concentration can be defined as focusing attention on one
thing and eliminating thoughts of all else. Concentration
involves paying attention to one thing only. Exercises
which provide an opportunity for this, are basically
exercises in concentration. How can one learn to
concentrate better? Visualizing will help.
Visualizing forces attention to one thing only. Trying to
see specific pictures as one reads will help one to
concentrate. Not looking back to re-read will also be
helpful. When one prevents oneself from looking back, it
forces one to concentrate in order to get the meaning the
first time. Making sure of one's-purpose is a third way to
force concentration. When reading for a particular purpose,
a person will concentrate on what is being read, asking:
Does this satisfy my purpose?
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Appendix A-3 Spotti-nct key words/phrases from textbook
Water and the organism
The importance of water in the various processes carried
on by living organisms cannot be emphasized too much. The
chemical processes of respiration and photosynthesis can
not proceed without water. The only way chemical substances
of any kind can pass through the membrane barriers in
living organisms is by dissolving in water and passing
through by diffusion. Oxygen dissolves in a thin film of
liquid on the walls-of the alveoli in order tg be able to
pass through into the capillaries.
Food particles have to be in a soluble form before they
can be absorbed in the small intestine-of the numerous
compounds and elements found in living organisms, water
is the most abundant. The actual percentage of water
varies. In some organisms water makes up ninety percent
of the total body weight. In humans it makes up about
seventy percent of the body weight. Most of this water is
obtained in the cytoplasm of the cells and in the
intercellular spaces. The rest is found in-the
circulatory system, the digestive system and so on.
169APPENDIX A-4 SELF-MONITORING SHEET
NAME
Number of hours plan to study next week
Self-Monitoring sheet
DATE NO. OF HRS STUDIED NO. OF HRS STUDIED' REMARK











APPENDIX A- 5 EXERCISES ON SPOTTING KEY WORDS
Below is a six-step programme for taking1)
and studying class notes. Study it carefully.
What are the key words?
Then, without looking back, list them in
the space provided.
1. Take notes as the instructor talks.
2. Study them for a few minutes after class is over.
3. Summarize the notes into a brief paragraph.
4. Read them over before the beginning of the next class meeting.
5. Read them over all notes for the week each Sunday evening.
6. Study the notes thoroughly before the examination.




read before next class4
read each Sunder5
.study before examination6
Read the following paragraph one time only and then
2)
provided, name the three,types of muscles and their
main functions in the body.
The human body contains three kinds of muscles.
There are the striated (or striped) muscles, given
a striped appearance by alternating, differently
colored bands. These so-called voluntary muscles,
expanding and contracting in response to nerve
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impulses, are involved principally with the
movement (and rigidity) of the skeleton. The smooth
muscles, more primitive spindle-shaped structures,
control the movements of digestion and bring about
the expansion and contraction of the boold vessels.
The cardiac muscle, similar in many respects to the
striated muscles, is found only in the heart. It
must perform its cycle of contraction-relaxation
about eighty times a minute throughout life, or the
organism is in trouble. Smooth and cardiac muscles
are often called involuntary.
Three types of muscles and their main functions:
striated- control movement1
smooth- control digestion2
cardiac- control heart beats3
Three advantages of collecting stamps are given3)
in the following paragraph. After reading it one
time only, see if you can list these advantages
in the space provided.
Although it is very time consuming and requires much patience,
stamp collecting has many advantages. It is a relaxing hobby,
especially for people in jobs that produce much tension.
Although it can be a costly hobby, it can also be a profitable
investment, as most stamps tend to .increase in value. An
additional bonus to the collector who studies what a stamp






4) Read the following paragraph to discover and
remember certain feelings of college students
about preferences in marriage partners. Then,
without looking back, list them in the space
provided.
Among college students, women prefer to marry
older men, and men prefer to marry younger
women all the college women wanted to marry
men with more or at least as much education
as they had, while the men preferred the
women to have about the same amount of
education as they had themselves. College
women wanted to marry when they were about
22 or 23, while man selected 24 and 25 as
the best ages for marrying.
Age preference- men older than women(1)
Education preference- more or same level(2)
Wedding age preference- women 22 or 23 men 24 or 25(3)
5) Read the following paragraph to learn and
memorize the four reasons given for pre-
washing. Read it one time only. Then list
these four reasons from memory.
Prewashing accomplishes several important purposes.
The main purpose of prewashing is to lessen the
organic load on the-dishwashing machine, thereby
mimimizing the work that the machine has to do.
No mechanical dishwashing machine can accomplish
miracles. Therefore, it is important to give the
machine any assistance possible to improve its
operation. Prewashing also removes a large portion
of the gross soil and grease that remains from the
scraping operation. In addition, it is economical
in that it saves a consi'derable amount of detergent J
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that must be maintained in the dishwashing
machine. It allows for presoaking of table-
ware to remove stubborn food soil, such as
egg protein and other sticky types of food
that tend to dry and cling to the tines of
forks and on the surfaces of dishes.
lesson organic lord(1)
(2) removes soil and grease
saves detergent(3)
remove soil and stain(4)
Read the following paragraph to discover
the three types of programmes offered at
junior colleges and their purposes. Then
without looking back, write this.
information in the space provided.
The junior college attempts to meet the varied
educational needs of local communities at a post-
high-school level. The junior college has three
broad curricula: (1) pre-professional, which
prepares you to transfer to a senior college or
university in order to pursue a bachelor's degree
(2) vocational technical and semiprofessional,
which is terminal and prepares you for immediate
employment but not for transfer to a senior
college (3) continuing education, or adult
education, which is generally. noncredit and is
aimed at personal development.




7) There four steps in manual dishwashing described
below. Read them once only and then, without
looking back, list them in the space provided.
Manual dishwashing involves certain prescribed and
important procedures. The steps employed are similar
to those that will be discussed in more detail under
machine dishwashing. First, the utensils must be
scraped to free them of gross garbage and food
residues. Next, they are washed in a detergent
solution as hot as the hands can stand Iusually 100 0
to 125 0F) in the first compartment of a three-
compartment sink until all visible food particles and
grease have been removed. From the first compartment,
the utensils and tableware (including glasses, cups,
trays, and silverware) are passed to the second
compartment, which contains clear, warm rinse water.
Here the soapy water that clings to them from the
washing process is rinsed off. The third compartment
is provided for sanitization of the utensils and
tableware.
Four steps in manual dishwashing:
(1) (2)
(3) (4)
Read the following paragraph once only to
discover three indications that music was
known to ancient civilizations. Then, without
looking back, list them in the space provided.
No one knows how or where music began, but it
seems to be a universal component of human life.
In every culture, primitive or sophisitica.ted,
man sings, chants, dances, and creates
instruments. Pictures on the walls of pyramids
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and on Mesopotamian vases show people making
music. In early Greek civilization bards like
Homer sang their tales as they accompanied
themselves on a simple string instrument. In
ancient Israel, David soothed King Saul with
harp music, thereby becoming probably the
first music therapist. Music is found in
every age and every culture. Even the lonely
Tibetans sound.a tremendous trumpet that can
be heard for great distances.
Three indications that music was known to ancient civilization:
(1)
(2)
Listed below are six measures for controlling8}
flies. Study them carefully, trying to
visualize each step. Then list them from
memory in the space provided.
We can summarize briefly the fly-control methods
that we have talked about:
Clean up and remove all fly breeding places.
Screen the restaurant thoroughly, using fans
or other methods where necessary.
Kill the flies that do get in by spraying,
swatting, poisoning, and trapping.
Keep garbage cans clean and covered when in not in use.
Keep toilets and the entire establishment clean.
Keep food protected from flies.








The paragraph below lists six factors which9)
the author feels will tend to predict marital
success. Study them carefully. Then, without
looking back, list these factors in the space
provided.
Factors which tend to be predictive of marital
success in our society include, in addition to the
homogamous and heterogamous factors, (1) each
person's having had a happy, well-disciplined
childhood with happily married parents (2) age at
marriage (3) vocational preparedness (4) emotional
maturity of each person (5) present interests and
values of the couple and (6) length of the
engagement----six months to two years is optimal.
The favourable prediction'of parents and friends
(especially those of the girl) also correlate with
marital success.










The typical practice of the poor student is to sit down with a
chapter in front of him, read away rather listlessly, and then,
when he thinks he sees-something important, put a line under the
prominent words.
He does this without surveying the chapter or asking questions.
The result is a hit-or-miss selection of passages, one that represents
what interests the student most it seems to him, without any very good
basis for judging, to be important. Unfornately, he is then stuck
with what he's done. He thinks he has underlined the important points
and uses them later as he studies for an examination. He will have
missed many of the really important points and selected others that
aren't. In reviewing he doesn't think to check his underlining to
see whether it is right and even if he does, he finds it unfeasible
to erase lines and put in others, especially if he has underlined in
ink, as so many students foolishly do. When he comes to the.examina-
tion relying on his poor underlining, he's studied many of the wrong
things.
Now, as we said, underlining has its place, but it must be done
wisely, at the right time, and according to a plan. The plan is this:
First you must survey a chapter, and then you ask yourself questions
about it and try to answer these questions as. you read. In this first
reading, it is best not to underline. As your questions are answered
or as you think you spot main ideas and important details, put a
check mark or a bracket in the margin next to the seemingly important
lines. The next time you read, read for main ideas and important
'detai3_s and for technical terms. It is these you want to underline.
Even on the second, careful reading, don't underline the
sentences as you read them. Underline only after you have 'read one
or two paragraphs at a time. Then go back and decide exactly what it
is you are going to underline. As a guide .use the check marks. or
brackets that you made previously. If these now doesn't seem like
the most important points, feel free to change your mind. In any case
select with care what you underline only after you have read all the
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surrounding sentences.
Then don't underline sentences wholesale. Many of the words in
the sentences that contain the main idea or important detail are, as
we said earlier, relatively unimportant. Decide which are these and
eave them out. Underline only the individual words and phrases that
are-essential. Underline words so that, when you go back later at
reviewing time, you can read merely the underlined words and comprehend




APPENDIX A-7 UNDERLINING KEY WORDS/PHRASES
What is concentration? People often say that they cannot
concentrate or that they will never be able to learn to concentrate
better. Quite often it is our way of life that takes away our former
ability in this area. Small children are well skilled in concentration.
Have you ever seen a youngster so absorbed in playing a game or in
reading or just daydreaming, or visualizing, that he doesn't hear when
his parent call? He is punished for this and soon learns that he
should gear some of his attention to'listening for his parent's
(or teacher's) call.
Concentration can be defined as focusing attention on one thing
and eliminating thoughts of all else. Concentration involves paying
attention to one thing only. When you do an exercise which provides
an opportunity for you to do this, it is basically an exercise in
concentration. How can you help to concentrate better? Visualizing
will help. Visualizing forces attention to one thing only. If you
try to see specific pictures as you read, it will help you to
concentrate. Not looking back will also help you.to concentrate.
When you do not allow yourself to look back, you force yourself to
concentrate in order to get the meaning the first time. Making sure
of your purpose is a third way to force concentration. When you
read for a particular purpose, you will concentrate on what you read
because, as you read, you ask yourself, Does this satisfy my
purpose?.
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How many words did you read? 245. How many words did you
underlined? 78 About what percentage of words did you underlined?
32%.
APPENDIX A-8 UNDERLINING KEY WORDS/PHRASES FROM TEXTBOOK
WATER AND THE ORGANISM
The importance of water in the various processes carried on by
living organisms cannot be emphasized too much. The chemical
processes of respiration and photosynthesis cannot proceed without
water. The only way chemical substances of any kind can pass through
the membrane barriers in living organisms is by dissolving in water
and passing through by diffusion. Oxygen dissolves in a thin film of
liquid on the walls of the alveoli in order to be able to pass
through into the capillaries. Food particles have to be in a soluble
form before they can be absorbed in the small intestine.
Of the numerous compound and elements found in living
.organisms water is the most abundant. The actual percentage of water
varies. In some organisms water makes up ninety percent of the total
body weight. In humans it makes up about seventy percent of the body
weight.
Most of this water is contained in the.cytoplasm of the ce11s
and in the intercellular spaces. The rest is found in the circulatory
system, the digestive system and-so on.
How many words did you read? 176 words
How many words did you underlined? 57 words
About what percentage of words did you underlined? 320
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APPENDIX A-9 COMPREHENSION EXERCISES FOR PRACTISING THE
UNDERLINING KEY WORDS METHOD
Read the following pieces of information and answer the questions
that follow (you may use one-word--answer)
A must for a visitor
For visitors to Hong Kong, the Arts Centre has much to offer. There
performances and exhibitions of all kinds every day, and details of
these can be obtained by phoning the Arts Centre Boc Office
(5-280626) between 12:00 noon to 5:00 p.m.
The restaurants are outstanding booking is advisable for the
.European restaurant (5-283333) for the Chinese restaurant
(5-277229). The harbour views are among the best in Hong Kong.
There is an Strs Centre Shop for books, records, posters,
local crafts, etc., and the exhibitions (galleries open 10:00
p.m.) are free.
For those who are residents, why not join as a member if you
haven't already done so? The benefits really are considerable,
including the monthly magazine, use of the2' Members Club, and
discounts at the 3Arts Centre Shop. In'any event, the Arts
Centre is certainly worth a visit. It's easy to get there,
and whether your choice is-music, art, drama, film- or,
equally enjoyable, shopping or eating out- you are bound to
find something that will please you.
1. According to the passage, what is a must for tourists to H.K.?
visit Art Centre
2. How can you obtain details of performance in the Arts Centre?
phone 5-271122
3. How many restaurants are there in the Arts Centre?
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4. What does the book store sell?
books, records, posters, and crafts
5. In order to secure a table, what should you do before going to
the restaurants?
book/reserve
6. Do-you have to pay money when to go to exhibition in the
Arts Centre?
no)
7. Can tourists join the Arts Centre as members?
no
8. What benefits can members get?
music, art, drama, film, eat, and shop
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APPENDIX A-10
COMPREHENSION EXERCISE FOR PRACTISING THE
UNDERLINING OF KEY WORDS METHOD
Read the following passage and answer the questions in complete
sentences.
Each year the beginning of the Arts Festival is marked by a
'Gala Opening Night. This special evening is attended by many well'
known people from both the government and business sectors.
2His Excellency the Governor, who is the 3patron of the
Festival, in a short simple ceremony officially declares the start
of the Hong Kong Arts Festival from the stage of the 4City Hall
Concert Hall before performance.*
To enable the people of Hong Kong to join in the celebrations,
an outdoor programme is usually held outside the City Hall.
For the 1980 Arts Festival Gala Opening, an open-air-dancing
party will be presented for young people. The programme of
entertainment includes a theatrical dance called Celebration to
be staged by the Physical Education Section of Education Department
in conjunction with the 5City Contemporary Dance Company. This
dance will depict the enormous development of Hong Kong over the
years, showing the changes in the life style of the people.
There will be musical performances by a youth 6orchestra from
the 7MM1usic Administrator's Office which will perform in contemporary
Big Band-style. The young musicians will keep the pace and beat
going right through the evening by providing live musical backing
for the dance.
It is expected that over 1,000 young people will attend the
loodlit open-air dance in 9Edinburgh Place on the Festival's
Opening Night.
Many of the audience who will be attending the first-night
performance of the Festival will probably join the fun which will
continue right through the evening as they leave the Concert Hall.
1. What marks the beginning-of the Arts Festival?
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2. Who formally announces the start of the Arts Festival?
3. In 1980, how did the people of Hong Kong join in celebrating
the beginning of the Arts Festival?
4. What did the dance Celebration show?
5. Who provided the live musical background for the dance?
6. Where did the Festival Opening night take place?
&. In the sentence Many of the audience who will be ........will
probably loin the fun......, what does the word fun refer to?
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SELF-REINFORCEMENT EXAMPLES PAGEAPPENDIX. A-11







Self-reinforcement page will help students with self-reinforcement
procedures.
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Appendix. A- 12 Exercise,in underlining a chapter
Fig3.17 Types of root
Water relations in plants
radicle
We have already discussed the ways in which animals obtain and
cotyledon
get rid of water. How about plants? You know that when it rains
(i) Bean split open water drains into the soil and when you water your potted plants it
is the soil that you are really watering. Plants must somehow be able
to take in water from the soil through their roots.
To understand how roots are able to take in water we must know
something about the structure of roots.
The structure of roots
Although the root structures of different plants vary to a con-
siderable degree most fall into one of the following categories.
In a tap root system the main root develops directly from the radicle
of the seed and the various lateral roots arise from the main root.
The main. root normally grows straight downward while the lateral
roots branch out obliquely'. The degree of branching depends on the
particular needs of the plant and the availability of water in the soil.
Tap roots are characteristic of dicotyledonous-plants.
In a fibrous root system the main root derived from the radicle is not
well developed. Instead a number of adventitious roots are given offin
clusters from the base of the stem. (Any root that does not derive
from the radicle directly is considered to be an adventitious root.)
Fibrous roots are characteristic of monocotyledonous plants2.(ii) Tap root system (iii) Fibrous root
system In addition there are many different types of modified roots such as
(From Introduction to Biology by D.G. Mackean, the adventitious roots originating from the stems of clinging plants
John Murray, 1969) such as the ivy, the suckers of parasitic plants, and the aerial roots
of maize that develop from the part of the stem, above the ground.
Fiig.3.18 Photograph of small root with
root hairs
Details of root structure
Root hairs
The epidermal cells of roots produce numerous unicellular hair-like
extensions that project laterally into the soil- These are called root
hairs and they occur in clusters a short distance above the region of
the root tip.
The development of root hairs can be very easily observed by grow-
ing a seedling pinned to the cork of a small transparent vial that
contains -a little water, as seen in fig. 3.19. The root hairs can be
examined with a hand lens without removing them from the vial.
Root hairs serve the dual purpose of anchoring the plant in the soil
and participating in the uptake of water and minerals.
I oblique: at an angle.
2monocotylcdonous plant: see pp.13, 301
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(From M.B.V. Roberts, Biology: A Functional Approach, Thomas Nelson, 1971)
How does water pass into the cells of the roots
Soil particles are normally covered by a thin film of water on the
outside. The small, flexible root hairs are able to ne tat the spaces
between the soil particles and water can enter the cells freely.
The numerous projecting root hairs are reminiscent of the inicrovilli
of the small intestine in that they both greatly increase the surface
area over which exchange of materials can take place.
Water is drawn up into the roots by osmosis and also by an active
process. Active uptake of water means that cells are able to take
in water even if the solute concentration of the soil is higher than
that of the cells and osmosis would normally proceed in the opposite
direction.
From the root hairs water passes through the outer cell layers of the
main part of the rootlet to the conducting elements on the inside
through which it is transported to the stem and leaves: There is
considerable experimental evidence to indicate that water may be
actively secreted by the root cells into the conducting elements. You
Fig.3.21may have noticed that when the stern of a plant is severed water is
seen to exude.from the top of the stump. This is due to the pressure
of the roots pushing water into the stern.
riend and clamo
EXPERIMENT TO DEMONSTRATE ROOT PRESSURE
Materials
potted plant
glass tube about the thickness of the plant stem glaes tubing
rubber tubing
Method
water level at beginnIng
1. Cut off the stem of the plant about two inches from the soil and of oxperim©nt
discard the shoots.
rubber tubing
2. Using a short piece of rubber tubing attach the stump to the glass plant stem
tubing and seal the joint to make it airtight.
3. Pour water into the tube to bring the water level up past the level
of the rubber tubing. Mark the liquid level.
4. Observe for twenty to twenty-five minutes.
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What do you see?
How far does the water level rise?
How can you account for this?
Discussion
About ten minutes or so after the start of the experiment water will
be seen to rise up the glass tubing. The only place this water can
come from is the roots and the only way it can go up the tubing is
by being forced up by the roots. The pressure is believed to be due
to active transport of water in the cells of the endodermis (fig. 3.20).
The removal of water at this point causes a chain reaction of water
movement by osmosis throughout the outer layers of the root. As
the removal of water from a cell causes a loss in turgidity water will
,tend to move into it from the adjacent cell on the ouitside. The latter
in turn will pull water in from the cell adjacent to it and so on. The
net result is a movement of water from the soil, thc-Q-wgh--ihe. cells
of the root and up the stem. Water will rise up the stem as a result of
root pressure to a certain maximum level only. After this point the
gravitational force forcing the liquid down will balance the root
pressure forcing it up and no further movement will take place. The
movement of water up to the tip of'a tall plant is accomplished by
additional factors.
The above experiment seems to suggest that there is a continual
movement of water from the roots of a plant to the upper regions.
What happens to all the water taken in by plants?







two large plastic sheetsplant
a pot of soil with no plant in it
bell jar Mwthod
1. Cover the surface of the soil of both pots with a plastic sheet.
2. Place them in bright sunlight and cover each with a bell jar asplastic bag
shown in the diagram.
-pot
3. Take a look at the pots every few minutes through a fifteen-
minute period.
rubber stopper
What do you observe?
Where has the moisture come from?
Within a short time the inner surface of the bell jar containing the
plant is co%cred with a layer of moisture while no moisture appears
belt jar tin the control jar. It is clear that the moisture has come from the
plastic bag plant.




EXPERIMENT TO DEMONSTRATE TRANSPIRATION
FROM LEAVES - Isaf
Murerials
cobalt
dry cobalt chloride paper chlorlda
paperpotted plant
Note: cobalt chloride paper is blue in colour when dry but lures
pink when it comes in contact With water.
/ paper clip
Method-
cellophane1. Place a small piece of dry cobalt chloride paper on each stirf ee
of a leaf of the plant. Cover it with cellophane to protect from
atmospheric moisture and fix into position with paper clips.
2. Observe for ten to fifteen minutes. 0
What do you observe?
Is there any difference between the two surfaces of the leaf'?
Discussion
With time the blue cobalt chlpride paper gradually turns pink
indicating that moisture is coming out of the leaf. Depending on the
species of plant used there may be a difference in the amount of
moisture that can be detected on the two surfaces. In some instances
the lower surface will show significantly more moisture.
Why do you think there might be a difference between the two
surfaces?
How do you think water is getting out of the leaf?.
In the previous section you have already observed that the regular
arrangement of epidermal cells in the leaf is interrupted by openings
called stomata through which gas exchange takes place. The stomatal
openings are also responsible for the loss of water from the leaves.
EXPERIMENT TO SHOW THAT TRANSPI RATION OCCURS
MAINLY THROUGH THE STOMATA
Materials








- b.aker1. Smear the lower surface of leaf A and the upper surface of leaf B
with petroleum jelly. Leave leaf C untouched.
2. Prepare three beakers containing enough water for the petiole of
-cardboardthe leaf to reach down into.
-beaker3. Punch a small hole in the centre of three pieces of cardboard that
are large enough to cover the tops of the beakers. - water
4. Insert the petiole of each leaf through a piece of cardboard an.i
place on top of the water-filled beakers as shown in fig. 3.24. A Vesellne on lower, surface of If
5. Seal the openings in the cardboard around the petiole with B Veseiino on upper surface of I i f
C No vasalinepetroleum jelly to prevent water vapour escaping from the beakers.
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6. Cover the leaves with a second beaker as shown in the diagram
and leave in bright light for several hours.
What do you observe?
How can you account for these observations?
What. does this tell you about the mechanism of transpiration
Discussion
The inner walls of the beakers covering leaves B and C gradually
become covered with moisture showing that the leaves have been
losing moisture. Leaf A whose underside was covered with vaseline
does not appear to lose water. Since all the stomata of the leaves are
on the lower surface it is clear that blocking the stomata prevents
transpiration.
although a tiny amount of water does escape through the epidermal
cells this is insignificant compared with the amount evaporating
through the stomata. Water loss from the epidermal cells is prevented
by the presence of the cuticle which forms a waxy covering.
The rte of transpiration from plants can be measured using an
instrument called thepotometer.
EXPERIMENT TO CONSTRUCT A SIMPLE POTOMETER TO
MEASURE THE RATE OF WATER LOSS FROM A PLANTFig.3.25 Potometer
Materials
leafy shoot I two glass burettes-one narrow and graduated, the other wider
rubber tubing




1. Connect the narrow ends of the two burettes ,with a piece of
rubber tubing.
2. Fill the apparatus with water.
3. Cut off a leafy shoot from the plant under water to prevent air
water level
from entering the stem.
4. Fit the branch through a stopper and still working under water
fit into one of the burettes. Seal the space around the stopper with
petroleum jelly.
5. Set aside the apparatus for about ten minutes to ensure that all
the cells are fully turgid.
0 '('over the second burette with a small beaker as shown in the
diagram and mark the level of the water. Place the apparatus in a
- burette
1n1-ight place.
Observe the apparatus at re 4jnt.en'a1 looking for changes in
- water-
The v atcr level in the burette.
Record your Ifleasurenietlts in a table.
1)raw a graph of the change in water level with elapsed time.
Are you surprised to find such a high rate of water loss from the
plant?
Do you think the rate of trinspiration is always the same or does it
depend on external. conditluns?rubber tubing
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EXPERIMENT TO MEASURE TiE RATE OF TRANSPIRA-
TION UNDER VARIOUS EXTERNAL CONDITIONS
Note: the materials and the basic method for this experiment are the
same as for the previous one. The varying external conditions can
be achieved as described below. When changing from one set ol,
conditions to the next allow about twenty minutes to cnsmre that
the plant has become equilibrated with the environnment.
1. Higher temperature can be obtained by placing the plant near an
electric heater or bunsen flame.
2. Light conditions can be varied by placing the plant in full sunlight,
dim light or complete darkness.
3. Strong air currents can be obtained by placing the apparatus in
front of an electric fan.
4. A humid environment can be obtained by covering the shoots with
a plastic bag and placing wet paper towels inside.
Compare the standard rate of transpiration as obtained in the
previous experiment with the rate of transpiration observed under
altered conditions. You can record your results in a suitable table
and plot them on a histogram.
Discussion
The rate of transpiration increases with
a. rise in temperature
b. increasing air movement
c. decrease in relative humidity
d. increasing light
The first three conditions listed above exert a purely physical effect
on the plant, the same way as they influence evaporation rom any
non-living surface. Clothes, for instance, dry faster on a warm,
dry. windy day. Variation of transpiration with light intensity,
however, is a biological response on the part of the plant. The
opening and closing of the stomata is influenced by the amount of
light available. Since stomata are the sites of gas exchange and it
is vital that gas exchange proceeds efficiently during the daylight
hours, stomata tend to open under strong illumination and close in
the absence of light. It follows that transpiration too, increases in
bright light and decreases in dim light.
What causes the stomata of a plant to open and close in
response to light?
This is one of the questions that biologists, even after years of
research, are not able to answer precisely.
The immediate cause of stomatal movement is a change in the
turgidity of the guard cells. An increased turgidity causes the guard
cells to swell up. Since the inner walls of the cells, adjacent to the
opening. are much thicker than the outer wails, expansion of the
outer edge is much greater. This causes the cell to assume a sausage
shape, and creates an oval opening between the two cells. You can










Fig327 Fig.3.26 Stoma in:urfaca view and u.ction
along one side of a cylindrical balloon and blowing up the balloon.
The disproportionate expansion of the two sides will cause the
balloon to assume a sausage shape. As you allow the air to escape
tape the balloon returns to its normal shape. The same happens with
the guard cells. As they lose turgidity the guard cells assume their
resting shape and the opening disappears. (See fig. 3.26.)
The connection between guard cell turgidity and light conditions is
not known. It' is, however, apparent that the guard cells are able
to close in response to excess transpiration since this will cause a
emptyballoon tilled
reduction in their turgidity.balloonwith air
How are plants able to protect themselves against excess
water loss through transpiration?
Since excess transpiration can be very dangerous to the plant a
variety of adaptations exist to guard against this.Fig.3.28 Epidurrml
The cuticle, a layer of impermeable, waxy substance covering the
epidermis of most leaves and stems effectively cuts down water loss
cell wallcuticle through the epidermal cells. In some plants epidermal water loss
is further reduced by the existence of a cork layer, the bark, can the
surface of the stem.
The number of stomata per unit area and their distribution is
I related to the conditions of moisture in the environment of a
epidermal cell
particular. plant. Desert plants, for instance, have much fewer
stomata than plants that inhabit tropical regions. Embedding the
stomata in small grooves (sunken stomata) also cuts down on therip.329 A wnk n stomp In taetion
rate of transpiration.
Plants in dry habitats have a reduced leaf surface area. Cacti, for
example, do not have the usual leaf structure of plants found in
wetter regions. By reducing the leaf area transpiration is also
reduced.
The above discussion has indicated that the existence of transpi-
ration causes plants many problems.•tomatal opening
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Why does transpiration occur? What is its significance to
the plant?
The importance of the process of transpiration lies in the movement
of water from the root to the higher regions of the plant. Recall the
experiment to demonstrate root pressure (p. 149). One of the con-
clusions of that experiment was that there is a limit to the height
to which root pressure can force water up the stern of a plant. The
answer to how water gets to the tips of a tall plant lies in the process
of transpiration. The continual removal of water from the plant at
the level of the leaves exerts a suctioning effect on the liquid in the
conducting elements of the plant. As long as the conducting channels
are all filled with liquid and there is a continual loss of water from
the leaves there will be a steady movement of liquid from the roots
of the plant all the way up to the leaves. The effect is referred to as-
transpirational pull and is very similar to the action of sucking up a
liquid through a straw. The role of transpirational pull in the trans-
port of materials through the plant will be discussed in greater
detail on p.214.
Transpiration also serves as a means for regulating the temperature
of plants since evaporation of water from the surface exerts a cooling
effect. Excess transpiration can lead to wilting of the plant. Since
there are few or no supporting tissues in leaves and young shoots,
support is achieved through the turgidity of the cells (see p 174).
If too much water is lost the leaf will become limp and droop down,
thereby turning away from the direct rays of the sun.
Summary
Plants obtain water from the soil through the tiny unicellular root
hairs that penetrate the spaces between the soil particles. Water is
forced part of the. way up the plant through an active transport
sub-stomatal
air chamber lower epidermis
guard cell




water to move up the stem
Root pressure forces water up the stem
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APPENDIX A-13 EXAMPLES OF LINEAR NOTES
WATER RELATIONS IN PLANTS
The structure of rootsI
A Tap root
1 main root develops straight from radicle
2 lateral roots branch out obliquely
-3 dicotyledonous plants
B Fibrous root
1 Main root not well developed
2 adventitious roots from base of stem
3 monocotyledonous plants
C Modified roots
1 clinging plants e.g., ivy
2 parasitic plants
3 aerial roots e.g., maize
Details of Root structureII
A Root hairs
1 occur above root tip
2 observed by growing seedling in transparent vial
3 purpose of anchoring and uptake of water and minerals
How water pass into roots?III
A Soil particles
l covered by thin film of water
2 root hairs penetrate spaces
B Root hairs
1 numerous- increase surface area
2 exchange of materials
C Water
1 drawn up into roots by osmosis
2 by an active process due to pressure of roots pushing
water into the stem (experiment)
3 passes through outer cell layers to conducting elements.
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and transported to stem and leaves
IV How water is lost from plants
A Transpiration
1 Experiment to demonstrate loss of water from plants
a) Materials
a bell jar with plant (pot covered with plastic
sheet)
b bell jar without plant (pot covered with plastic
sheet)
b) Method
place both jars in bright sunlight
look at jar every 5 minutes
c) Observation
the one with plant is covered with moisture
the one with no plant has no moisture
d) Conclusion
the moisture come from the plant
2 Experiment to demonstrate transpiration from leaves
a) Materials
dry cobalt chloride paper (blue in colour)
potted plant
b) Method
place-dry cobalt chloride paper on leaf. Cover with
cellophane.
fix with clips
look at it'-after 10 to 15 minutes
..:c) Observation
the cobalt chloride paper gradually turned pink
d) Conclusion
moisture is coming out of the leaf
3 Experiment to show transpiration through stomata
a) Materials






leaf A- lower surface covered with jelly
leaf B- upper surface covered with jelly
leaf C- untouched
put each petiole of the leaves through cardboard
to dip into a beaker of water
seal opening around the cardboard with jelly
cover the leaves with a second beaker
c) Observation
beaker with leaf B and C covered with moisture
beaker with.leaf A showed no moisture
d) Conclusion
leaves B and C lost moisture
blocking the stomata (on lower surface) in leaf A
prevents transpiration
Experiment to measure rate of water loss from a plant4
a) Materials
a glass burettes, one graduated





fill potometer with water
work under water, put shoot through stopperand fit
into burette
sea]. space around stopper with jelly
check turgidity
cover burette with beaker
mark level of water
place in bright place
look for changes in water level at regular intervals
record in table
draw a graph to show change of water level with
time lapse
c) Observation
high rate of water loss from the plant
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d) Conclusion
The rate of transpiration can be measured by the
potometer







allow 20 minutes for plant to become equilibrated
with new condition
record results and plot histograms
i) higher temperature condition- place plant
• near heater or flame.
ii) light conditions- full sunlight, dim light,
darkness
iii) strong air: currents- in front of electric
fan
iv) humid condition- cover shoots with plastic
bag, put wet tissue inside
c) Observation
the rate of transpiration increases with:.
i) rise in temperature
ii) increasing air movement physical effect
-iii) decrease in relative humidity
iv) increasing light biological
d) Conclusion response
Stomata open and close according to light available.
They open under strong light and close in darkness.
Transpiration increases in bright light and
decreases in dim light.
B Stomata Action
1 Cause
Change in turgidity of the guard cells




Increase turgidity- swell-- sausage shape-- openning appear
Loss turgidity- resting shape-- opening disappear
3 Guard cells open for transpiration, close when too much
transpiration takes place
How plants protect themselves against excess water lossV
through transpiration
A The cuticle- waxy covering on leaves and stems
B The bark- a cork layer on stem
C Number of stomata adjustment- e.g., desert plants
fewer' stomata
.D Structure of stomata --e.g., sunken stomata
E Reduced leaf surface area.--e.g.,. cacti
VI Importance of transpiration to plant
A Transpirational pull
1 move water from root to tips of tall plants
2 assist root pressure which can only force water
up to a certain height
3. continual transpiration at leaves exerts suctioning
effect on liquid in the conducting element of plant
B Regulate temperature
1 cooling effect
2 wilting effect- leaf droop down with too much loss
of water, avoid direct rays of the sun
VII Summary
A Plants obtain water through root hairs
B Water is forced up through- root pressure
transpiration
C Transpiration is the loss of water through the stomata
by evaporation




E Plants possess adaptations to guard against water loss
by transpiration
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APPENDIX.-A-14 DEMONSTRATION ON MAKING PATTERN NOTES
3 MOTIVATION,' CONCENTRATION AND ATTENTION
You are likely to be one of two types of person:
Either you are reading this book to confirm the ideas
on study skills that you have already worked out for
yourself, and you hope that we will give you details of
even more effective techniques;
Or you may be someone who would like to know how to
develop effective study skills but at the moment seem
to lack the motivation to do this.
If you are the first sort, then this book should
help you to become more effective in your methods and,
in particular, this short chapter will give you advice
on how to maintain the thrust of your work.
If you are of the latter sort, then you need to
take yourself firmly in hand. This chapter tells you
how to begin to do this.
MOTIVATION:-
Ask yourself the following questions, pausing for a
moment to consider the answers to them before reading
on:
1 Which subjects that you are studying do you like
best?
2 Which ones do you dislike and why?
You have no problem with the first question. You
are happy to go on working at subjects youlike in order
to learn more.
It is the second question that poses a problem. All
of us dislike at least some parts of certain subjects,
if not certain subjects altogether. These are the ones
we find hard to study, and often make any excuse not to
work on them. Which ones did you say that you disliked
and why? There are many answers to this question.
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What a waste of time the courses are, you may be
thinking. Why bother with all this elementary stuff? The
budding scientist or engineer has to realize that these
first courses are needed to lay a sound basis of
information that will make the later courses easier and
more understandable. Every course you take leads you on
one more step toward becoming what you want to become.
You cannot build on insecure foundations.
Very boring and uninteresting maybe your opinion of
one of two subjects. This can be a major problem. You
find that you cannot get excited about them or involved
or even vaguely interested. Your mind seems to reject
them. You. need to find ways to interest yourself in. such
subjects if you are to pass an examination in them. Don't
just sit back, do something about them. Try to find of
interesting yourself in a subject. Talk to others in your
form about it find out why they find it interesting. In
this way you start thinking about the subject, and the
chances are that you will-begin to understand it-and
begin to like it.
If you don't like the textbook you have for the
subject,, try another. Remember that for every subject
there are a large number of introductory books in existence
and you should be able to find one that suits you.
Difficulty in understanding it may make you dislike
a subject. Promise yourself that you will begin to
understand it. Ask your teacher to recommend other
suitable books get him to explain things talk to others
in.your class. When you become more familiar with the
material in this way, you will come to understand and
like it more.
It can be difficult if you dislike a teacher or feel
that you are disliked by him. Remember, however, that
you are concerned with mastering the subject and passing
the examination, and that nothing is going to stop you.
Do not burn yourself up with personal conflict. Devise
ways of becoming more tolerant of the teacher. Perhaps
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you don't understand him, or he may have formed the wrong
impression of you. In any event, don't let this put you
off above, all, don't let it affect your work.
CONCENTRATION AND ATTENTION:-
Concentration is a directing of one's whole attention to
the task in hand. Do you divide your attention? Is your
mind wandering while you read these words? If you can
concentrate absolutely on one thing, then you will find
that you can accomplish in a relatively unfocused study.
The trouble is that there are so many things both inside
and outside of ourselves that can distract our attention.
Let us briefly review some of these.
Distractions inside ourselves
The three chief internal distractions are: Anxiety and
indecision, day-dreaming, and mental and physical fatigue.
Anxiety and inddecision Feeling tense and anxious can
prevent you from getting down to work. Anxiety is generated
by uncertainty as, for example, before an examination. You
may well have some uncertainty about the outcome of the
examination, and this will show itself as tension. This
feeling is a perfectly natural one and a slight degree of
anxiety can help to make you more productive. The anxiety
brought about by-'a lack of preparation, however, could
generate so much tension that you would not give of your
best. You should try to find out the reason for the anxiety
and try to resolve it.
Anxiety often comes when you feel that the work is
over-whelming. It is precisely at this point that you
need to bring into action some of the techniques outlined
in this book. Above all, learn to be systematic and
organize yourself. By knowing when you are going to carry
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out a certain task, you can put all other problems from
your mind and concentrate on.the work in hand.
Day-dreaming- Organization and planning help to cut out
day-dreaming. We have all experienced the situation of
sitting down to read a passage within a time limit and
finding our thoughts wandering instead of focusing on
.the book. We suddenly come with a start, realizing that
we can't remember what we have just read.
Knowing that you are going to read a section in a
book, for the purpose of understanding it helps to focus
your mind on the task in hand, this serves to eliminate
lack of concentration or dav-dreaminc.
Make statements to yourself like: By nine o'clock I
will have read these three chapters. In this way you
keep your mind on your work by setting a deadline.
Mental and physical fatigue - If you are mentally or
physically tired or hungry, this will hinder your
concentration. You should make sure that you have
sufficient sleep. This varies with individuals, and older
people generally need less sleep than younger ones. You
will probably need-8 to 9 hours sound sleep a night. You
should also eat regularly and not miss meals when you are
studying.
Distractions outside ourselves
The three main distractions that come from outside our.
selves are noise, desk, and lighting.
Noise- Choose a quite place to study. Although some
people claim that they like to hear music while they are
studying, .anything which distracts attention hinders
concentration. As a general rule, study in as quiet a
place as you can, away from noisy interruptions and with-
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out music background.
Desk- Your desk,or wherever you study, is very important.
It should be a place where you can immediately get down
to work. If you haven't already found your best conditions
of study, the following points.may be useful to you. Your
desk must not be cluttered and should have on it only
what you need at the time. Other items can remind you of
things to do and therefore act as distractors. Make sure
that you have pens,,rulers, pencils, and rough paper so
that you can work without interrupting to get supplies.
Lighting- A glaring light can cause eye-strain and head-
aches. The worst conditions are-caused by an unprotected
light bulb glaring down on a shiny surface. Covered light
bulbs and a light-coloured blotter will solve this.
Indirect, rather than direct light, is better if this can
be arranged. The light bounces off the walls giving
adequate illumination without shining directly to the
desk.
By now you will. see how many things. can, if you let
them, interfere with your concentration. If you identify
and eliminate both external and internal distractions.,
you will be able to concentrate fully on the task in hand.
Giving your full attention to a task also has the
advantage of your being able to complete it in a much*
shorter time than you thought possible.
The chapters that-follow concentrate on specific study
skills. If you are successful in becoming interested in
all your subjects and concentrating fully on the work you


















































































high points of recall recall curve when recall curve when
no breaks are taken no breaks are taken




for more than two
hours
0%
point in time where learning starts point in time where learning ends
1 hour 2 hours
Recall durin learning- will alld X1llloul breaks
Alearning period ofbetwee•n 20--4o minutes produce the best rc•Iation-
ship bctween understanding and rccalling.
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EXPERIMENT TO ILLUSTRATE THE EXISTENCE OF
OSMOTIC PRESSURE IN PLANT AND ANIMAL CELLS
a. Osmosis across a non-living semi-permeable membrane
Materials
two thistle funnels
selectively-permeable membrane such as cellophane or sausage skin





1. Cover the wide end of the thistle funnels with the membrane
making certain that there is no possibility of leakage.
2. Fill funnel A with sugar solution to about 1cm from the bottom-
of the narrow part. Mark the level.
3. Attach to a stand and lower into a container of distilled water.
thistleNote the time.
funnel
4. In exactly the same way, set up a second thistle funnel, B, con- A
taining distilled water only.
5. Find and mark the levels of the liquid in the two funnels, five,
sucrose
ten and twenty minutes after the start of the experiment. solution
6. At the end of the twenty-minute period test the water in the two
outside containers for the presence of sugar (see p. 45).
membraneWhat do you observe?
Is there any difference in liquid levels between the two funnels?
How do you account for the difference?.
Why has sugar not passed into the outside container?
Bb. Observing osmosis across living tissue
Materials
two raw potatoes
one potato that has been boiled for five rriinutes to kill the cells
ten percent sucrose solution
distilled waterdistilled water
Method










2. Scoop out the centre from the top with a knife or cork borer to
leave a deep cavity.
3. Pour in sucrose solution to fill two-thirds of the cavity of the
boiled potato and one of the fresh ones.
4. Pour an equal amount of distilled water into the second fresh
potato.
5. Stand all three in separate containers of distilled water and set
aside until the next day.
6. Test the distilled water in the containers for the presence of sugar.
Fig.3.3 Mechanism of osmosis What do you observe in this experiment?
Do the observations agree with those of experiment a?less H2 0 more H2O
more solute How do you explain the results obtained in the case of the boiledless solute
potato?
Discussion
From experiments carried out on diffusion we know that substances
tend to move from a place of high concentration to one of low
osmosis concentration. This is a purely mechanical process requiring no
energy. It is due to the constant motion of all' molecules, whether
solid, liquid or gas, and results in an equal distribution of these
molecules in the space available.
Consider a system such as the one in experiment a where two
selectively permeable membrane
solutions of unequal strength are separated by a selectively permeable
membrane. One can either say that the thistle funnel contains'
a higher concentration of sucrose or that it has a lower concentratioii
of water whereas the container has a lower concentration of
solute or a higher concentration of water. If the two were separated
by a freely permeable membrane the differences in concentration
would be equalized by the combined effect of water diffusing into
the funnel and sugar diffusing out.
Since the selectively permeable membrane does not allow sugar
molecules to pass through it, equalizing of the two concentrations
,has to be achieved solely by water moving into the thistle funnel.
This movement of water across a selectively permeable membrane
is called osmosis. The pressure causing the water to move across the
membrane is called osmotic pressure. In experiment a water flowed
across the selectively permeable membrane into the funnel con-
taining the sugar solution but not into the one containing water.
There was no trace of sugar leaking out through the membrane.
In experiment b water entered the sugar-filled cavity of the fresh
potato but the sugar was not able to get out. The living cells of the
potato must therefore be acting as a selectively permeable membrane.
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What is happening in the case of the boiled potato?
Boiling has killed the cells of the potato and they are no longer able
to act as a barrier to solute molecules. The system becomes freely
permeable. Water moves into the cavity and at the same time some
sugar moves out into the outside container.
Is the amount of water passing through a selectively
permeable membrane affected by the difference in the
concentrations on the two .sides?
Fig.3.4
It certainly is. The greater the difference between the solute con-
centrations the higher the osmotic pressure. More water will be
required to pass through the membrane to equalize the concentra- - 0.9% NaCl
tions.
living cellYou can illustrate this by having different members of the class set
up experiment a using a variety of sugar concentrations from, say, Isotonic solution
one percent to twenty-five percent. You could also try putting sugar
solution in both the inside and the outside containers. You will find
that the determining factor in osmosis is the difference in concentra-
distilled watertions between the two sides of the membrane.
living cell-
Terminology relal mg to osmosis
Hypotonic solution
If a cell is placed in a solution.whose osmotic pressure is the same as
that of the cell contents the solution is said to be isotonic with the
cell. If the external solution has a lower osmotic pressure the solution living cell
is referred to as hypotonic if higher, the solution is hypertonic.
2.0% NaCl
EXPERIMENT TO INVESTIGATE THE EFFECT OF Hypertonic solution
HYPERTONIC, ISOTONIC AND HYPOTONIC SOLUTIONS
ON LIVING CELLS
a. Simple demonstration using an animal cell.
Materials
Solutions: A-isotonic saline-0.9 percent sodium chloride
B-hypertonic saline-2.0 percent sodium chloride
C-hypotonic saline-0.1 percent sodium chloride






1. Prepare three slides labelled A, B and C and place a drop of the
corresponding solution on each.
2. Sterilize the tip of one of your fingers and prick it with a sterilized - pipette
needle or ask your partner to prick it for you.
3. Draw up some blood into a sterilized pipette and place a drop
- blood
into the solution on each slide. Mix with a toothpick.
4. Carefully put on the coverslips and observe under the microscope.
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Fig.3.6 Blood cells under the microscope
What changes do you observe?
What are the changes due to?
Draw a simple diagram to show the appearance of the red blood
cells on each of the slides.
b. Simple demonstration using a plant cell
Materials
strips of raw potato about lcm wide
ten percent sucrose solution
distilled water
Method
1. Weigh and measure the length of the potato strip.
2. Place into a small container of distilled water for about twenty
minutes..
3. Remove, weight and measure length.
4. Place into the sugar solution for twenty minutes.
5_ Remove. weigh and measure the length.
What happens when living cells are placed in a hypotonic solution
(water) In a hypertonic solution (sugar solution)?
What is responsible for the changes you observe?
Draw a simple diagram to illustrate your observation using arrows
to indicate the direction of water movement.
c. The effect of salt solution and distilled water on Spirogyra or
epidermal tissue
Materials
Spirogyra or a thin layer of an onion scale















vacuole containing water vacuole contelning sucrose solution
(1) Surface view of typical onion epidermal cell (ll) Plesmolysed onion epidermal cell
(position of the nucleus varies)
onion scales staining with a drop of iodine will make the cells more
visible. Carefully blot off all excess stain.
2. Place a drop of salt solution on your material, put on a coverslip
and blot off excess solution.
3. Observe under the microscope for five to ten minutes or until a
definite change can be seen in the cells.
4. Replace the salt solution by water. You* can do this, by touching
a piece of absorbent paper to one side of the coverslip and placing
drops of water next to the opposite edge. Gradually, as the liquid
is drawn over the slide the salt solution will be washed away and be
replaced by water.
5. Observe under the microscope again until a definite change can
be seen.
What happens to the cells when they are in the salt solution?
What can you conclude about the differences between the cellulose
cell wall and the protoplasmic membrane? Is the process you observe
reversible?-
Discussion
Experiment a showed that when red blood cells are placed into an
isotonic solution no changes are apparent since the solute concentra-
tion inside and outside is the same.
In a hypotonic solution the osmotic pressure inside the cell is higher
than that outside and water will tend to flow into the cell by osmosis..
As a result the protoplasmic membrane will expand and the cell will
swell up. If the difference in osmotic pressures is very great so much.
water will enter the cells that they will burst, much the same way
as a balloon with too much air forced into it will burst. The bursting
of the red blood cells under these conditions is called haemolysis.
If the cells are in a hypertonic solution the osmotic pressure is
Feg.3.8 Red blood cells
higher outside and water will leave the cell. The cell will shrink
perceptibly and the protoplasmic membrane will assume a charac-
teristic 'crinkled' shape.
Experiments b and r dealt with plant cells. In the former you were normal cell
Iable to observe that plant material will lose weight and shrink
haemolysed




Experiment c indicates that the situation is more complex. Plant
cells are surrounded not only by a protoplasmic membrane but by a
wall of cellulose. While the former is selectively permeable, the
latter is freely permeable. When a plant cell is placed in a hypertonic
solution the difference in osmotic pressure will cause the water to
move out through the protoplasmic membrane and the membrane
will gradually shrink away from the cell wall towards the interior
of the cell as more and more water is lost. The cell wall, being
completely rigid, will maintain its original position. Since it is
freely permeable a small amount of sugar solution will pass into the
space between the cell will and the protoplasmic membrane. This
state of the plant cell is called plasmolysis.
If a cell remains plasmolysed for a short time only, upon replacement
of the hypertonic solution with an isotonic or hypotonic one, water
will enter the cell and the protoplasmic membrane will return to its
original position.
When placed in a hypotonic solution water will enter, the cell will
expand and become turgid. However, it will not burst because the
rigidity of the cell wall will prevent more water from entering.
Turgidity is a very important factor in relation to support in plants
(see p. 175).
Summary
The differential movement of water across a selectively permeable
membrane from the side containing a lower solute concentration
to the side with a higher concentration is called osmosis.
The pressure that develops as a result of the unequal concentrations
is called osmotic pressure and its value depends on the difference in
the concentrations.
If a living cell is placed in a hypotoni- solution water will move into
the cell. causing the cell.to expand. A cell placed in a hypertonic
solution will lose water and shrink. When a cell is isotonic with
the surrounding solution no net movement of water will occur.
Water and the organism
The importance of water in the various processes carried on by
living organisms cannot be emphasized too much. The chemical
processes of respiration and photosynthesis cannot proceed without
water. The only way chemical substances of any kind can pass
through the membrane barriers in living organisms is by dissolving
in water and passing through by diffusion. Oxygen dissolves in a
thin film of liquid on the walls of the alveoli in order to be able to
pass through into the capillaries. Food particles have to be in a
soluble form before they can be absorbed in the small intestine.
Of the numerous compounds and elements found in living organisms
water is the most abundant. The actual percentage of water varies.
In some organisms water makes up ninety percent of the total body
weight. In humans it makes up about seventy percent of the body
weight.
Most of this water is contained in the cytoplasm of the cells and in
the intercellular spaces. The rest is found in the circulatory system,
the digestive system and so on.
213APPENDIX . A-18 "Learn How to Study'
Course Evaluation April 1982
Please rate each statement on a five-point scale, based on
the appropriatencess of the course, its usefulness to you and new
information and perspectives that were provided. Tour comments on a
particular aspect of the course of regarding the whole course in general
are welcome. Thank you for your assistance.
strongly strongly
egree agree uncertain disagree disagree
(1) On the whole the
course is intereste
ing and meaningful
(2) The course is useful
to us as students
(3) The course is useful
to us as future teachers
(4) The objectives of the
course have been achieved
(5) I would like to have
more time for this course
(6) I would like to know
more about other aspects
of study skille and
in this programme due
to time limitation
to time limitation
(7) There are particular
areas in the course I would
like to be expanded
(8) there are particular
areas in the xourse I
would like to be deleted
(9) I would like to recommend
this course to my friends
(10) If there is a continuation
of this course I would
like to enrol
Comments :
5 4 3 2 1
APPENDIX B ENGLISH CGEPPEHEIISICN PPE-TEST
Light travels at a speed which is about a million times faster
than the speed of sound* In one eecond light travels about 300 000
km, but sound travels only ,^&gt;bb km* You can get some idea of
this difference by watching the start of a race. If you stand
some distance away from the starter, you can see smoke come from
his gun before the sound reaches your ears.
This great speed of light produces some strange facte. Sunlight
takes about 8 minutes to reach us. If you look at the light of the
moon tonight, remember that the light rays left the moon 1.3
seconds before they reached you. The nearest star is so far sway
that the light which you can see from it tonight stai^ted to
travel towards you four years ago at a speed of nearly 2 million
km. per minute. In some cases, the light from one of tonight’s
stars started on its journey to you before you were born.
Thus, if we want to be honest, we cannot say, ’The stars are
shining tonight1, We have to say, ’The scars look pretty. They
were shining four years ago but their light has only just reached
Earth.
1. If you stand 200 metres away from 4. We can calculate from the
a man who is firing a gun to start information given in the
a race, you will find out that... passage that the moon must
A. you can hear the gun before you about...km. away from Earth,
see the smoke A. 300 000
B. sound does not travel as fast as B. tv/o million
light C. 400 000
C. the sound of the run will reach D.480 times 300 000
you before, the man fires his gun 5&gt; If the iafor^ticD/Slven in this
D. sound travels scout a million passage is correct, when we
times faster than light look at a star at right
2.Sunlight apparently than the light A. we v/ill notice that it
of the moon. not moving
A.has to travel a greater distance we cannot t ell v/he uher
B.moves less quickly not it svi1 exists
C.travels much more quickly C. it will be brighter tnan
is less powerful the croon
D. the light we can see will
3. In the first sentence, ‘about is riot reach us for four years
similar in meaning to...
A* an'oroximately C. at least 6. In the last sentence, ago’
E. only" D. nearly -is similar in meaning to...
A. throughout C. later
B. previously P- after
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TT Criticizing the police is a popular pastime in most countries
but it is interesting .to think of what would happen without a
Police Force. In England, the modern Police Force grew from an
unofficial body formed by a London magistrate called Fielding. He
found that it was practically impossible to catch the criminals
in his area unless he had some men to pursue them. The existing
official Constables, one to each large district, regarded their
posts as honorary ones, and they had very little power. Worse
still, they were sometimes corrupt men who would conveniently
look the other way in time of danger.
Henry Fielding (1707-1754) enrolled a few men whom he could
trust, and employed them to catch thieves. Their pay was poor,
.their work was dangerous and they were thoroughly unpopular with
the majority of people, who resented the threat to their
liberties. They considered that they should be allowed to drink
themselves to death on cheap gin, as so many of them did. They
thought, too, that they should be allowed to quarrel, to fight
and even to kill amongst themselves. The situation was made worse
by the heavy penalties of minor crimes in those distant days.
Arrest by the magistrate's men could bring fatal results..
11. Which of these statements
7. In the first sentence, the use of
did NOT apply to thethe word 'pastime' makes us think
magistrate's men?
that...
A. They were not popularA., this does not happen in all
with the public.countries
B. They were-not well paid.B.-the police are necessary in
C. People usually co-
any civilised country
. operated with them.C. the complaints are not neces-
D. They faced dangers
sarily very serious
in their work.D. Fielding's actions were very
12. What was there about the law
necessary
of-England that made the work$. When Fielding first used men to
- of these first policemen
catch criminals,...
rather difficult?
_ A. he paid them himself
A. They had no legal powerB. their only pay.came from
to arrest criminals.
rewards
B. People evaded arrest
C.-.the yen held honorary posts
because they knew thatD. the G--tirernrr:ent paid them
they could be killed for. Fielding's act i.on in using these
minor crimes.men makes us think that he was...
C. Witnesses were afraid thatA. a man who liked to extend his
the Government would
• power as much as possible
impose a heavy penalty onB. a person with almost as much
them.power as the Government
D.. They were forced to act
C.. corrupt and anxious to get
as secret agents of the
more victims
Government, so nobodyD. a man with a strong sense of
knew who they ere.
duty to the public 13. .'Arrest by the magistrate's
10. We learn from the first paragraph
men could bring fatal results,
that the official Constables...
One example of these resultsA. were keen to do their duty but
(not mentioned in the passage).were held back by regulations
is...'B.* were determined to-put an end
A. whipping C. imprisonmentto all forms of corruption.-
B. hanging D. heavy fines
C. were unlikely to improve
conditions in their districts
D. were always much worse than
the. criminals they tried to
catch
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III The Shin Nun tiger claimed its first victim when she was
strolling near a reservoir in Honk Yong. She had wandered away from
a group of girls when she saw the tiger in some bushes. She
retreated quickly but did not tell her friends then in case they
became scared. Later that day, she reported to the police.
The news came as a surprise to local. people. Some volunteered
to organize expeditions. Hong Kong is well known for its faith
in private -enterprise, so a M_ r. K.C. Lee started his own campaign.
He tramped acrose the hills armed with two bamboo poles and a
portable radio. He told reporters that the radio was to provide
music to give him courage when he met the tiger. His batteries
did not run out.
Fifty years earlier, a tiger had killed a policeman in a rural
part of Hong Kong. However, few people expected. the plague of
sightings which followed the girl's report. The tiger was seen,
heard or suspected in dozens of places. One fascinating report was
from a man who saw the tiger late at night and managed to force
it to, retreat. He explained that as he advanced, the tiger retreated-
facing him and glaring at him with its fierce red.eyes. Sceptics
suspected that the only thins which retreated was the rear end of
a car.
17. 'His batteries did not14. what did the Shing 4un tiger
run out' is a way ofdo to its first vi ctim?'
telling us that..,A. It gave her a shock.
A. Fir. Lee did not needB. It chased her.
to use them muchC. It attacked her.
or at'aflB. it killed. her.
L.' he was very energeticfor Was this tis'er a male or
main who liked- walking
female?
C. this was not his luckyA. It was a female.
dayB. I-11-- was a male.
D. the music frightened theC. We cannot tell from the
tiger away
passage..
18. In the third. paragraph,D. -Lt was neither rrale or female
the use of. the word16. Why was the news a surprise to
' plague' .suggests that
people? the reports were...
A. `tigers usually- ttack people.
A. spread from villageB. Nobody expected to see a tiger
to village by badin the middle of a city area.
rurnour6. There had been no recent reports
B. made up by people playingof tigers in Hong Kong.
a silly jokeD. They decided to form hunting
_ C. so numerous that they
parties. became a nuisance
D. all very similar to
the original report
by the girl
19. 'Sceptics' are people who,
in this passage,.,..
A. doubted the truth of. a
report
B. thouz ht that it was the
man who retreated and
not the tiger
C. were not accustomed to
conditions at night
D. lacked experience of
wild animals and tit ers
217IV Thirty years ago,. health and nutrition experts confidently
insisted that children needed at least a glassful of calk a day.
In many European countries, the milk was provided free at school,
and all children had to drink it ,unless their parents objected,
which was very uncommon. Twenty years later, a different group of
experts warned against the dangers of obesity amongst school pupils.
Girls, in particular, were putting on far too much weight. The
daily diet of milk was put in the dock and found guilty. Milk'
ceased to be compulsory anti- was withdrawn completely in many schools,
Some journalists suggested- that the real reason for providing milk
was to create a market for farmers who had a surplus when the
scheme was first 'S'tarted.
20. The attitude of the writer to






21. Nutrition extents differ front
health experts in that...
A. the latter are more often right
B. they do not receive any training
C. the former are more concerned
with food values
D. they deal only with
children
22. The confidence mentioned in the
first sentence proved to be...
A. quite justified
B. somewhat misplaced
C. a device to attack
farmers
D. right in the end
23. 'The daily diet of milk
was put in the dock.'
This means that...
A. surplus milk. was poured
into the sea
B. investigations were made
to see whether it was
harmful
C. for the time being
children stopped drinking
milk daily
D. excess Milk was stored
in a suitable `glace
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V John abandoned his school studies when he was sixteen and ventured
eagerly into the world of business. His employers supplied fuel oil
and coal to ships throughout the world. They kept large stocks at
key ports and sold thousands of tons to a single ship. One problem
with coal dumps, John discovered, was that they had a magical way
of catching fire by spontaneous combustion, thereby causing the
depot manager to send urgent cables all over the place. John found
the work more complex than he had expected but it was a welcome
change after the routine of school work.
Every month he went to the bank and collected ten thousand dollars
in new notes. Old Williams, an amiable fossil in the Accounts Depart-
ment, checked the money. Then John sealed it in a registered and
insured envelope and sent it to the manager-of a depot overseas.
This puzzled John, so one day he plucked up the courage to ask what
the money was for.
Williams smiled secretly to himself and said nothing for a
moneyt.then he took out a file and gave it to John.
28. One of the cables mentioned
. 24. It seems quite possible that
at the end of the first
John left sch ool because he
paragraph might say...
was... A. 'Send fire brigade
A. no good at his work
quickly!'B. afraid to make a success
B. 'Cancel visits of all
of his career.
ships to this port'C. bored with school work
C. 'Next cargo, send coal
D. anxious to become an
which does not burn'
accountant D. 'Additional stocks-
25. This incident suggets that
needed'John was rather...as far as
29. The money which John
business life was concerned.
obtained from a bank was
A. shrewd eventually...
B. unenthusiastic A. used to help the
-C. experienced firm in its businest
D. innocent B. returned by owners
26. We would expect key ports to
to the Accounts
be... DepartmentA. free ones C. in the tropics
C. paid illegally to
B. busy ones D. in Europe
employees of John's
27.in the first paragraph,"magical"
firm
may be apt when referring to fires
D. sent to Williams, the
in coal stocks because... manager of a branch
A, the firm did some very strange
overseas
things 30. When John first had to
B. their cause was difficult to
collect ten thousand
detect dollars from a bank,...
C. they usually start at night A. he asked what he was
D they create a lot of evil
supposes to do
black smoke B. he know what the
money was used for
C. be was frightened by
the large sum of
money
D. he asked somebody
why it was needed
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APPENDIX C ENGLISH COMPRCHENSTCN POSTTEST
July 16th was a bad day for Mr. Arthur Johnson. In the morning,
he set off from his home in Santa Barbara, California. It was
the start of his annual vacation, and he intended to visit friends
at Las Vegas. Then he hoped to go fishing in Lake Mead, 40 km.
from Las Vegas.
Johnson's troubles started while he was driving happily across
the Mojave Desert. His car broke down and he had tried to repair
it. Then, to make matters worse, his attempts to start the car
drained the battery and left it useless. After Johnson had
waited an hour in the hot sun, a Canadian motorist, John Williams,
stopped and tried to help him. When both men failed, Williams
promised to telephone a workshop to ask it to send a truck to
tow the car away and repair its fuel pump.
Johnson left the keys in his car and sheltered in the shade
of a cactus. Soon he fell asleep. While he was sleeping, a
repair truck arrived from San Pedro (the nearest town) and towed
his car away. Later on, Johnson woke up and thought that somebody
had stolen his car. Very reluctantly, he started to walk back
towards San Pedro but a police car stopped him to find out why
he was walking in the desert.
1. Johnson was happy when he.. At the end of the third paragraph,
was driving across the 'reluctantly' is similar in
meaning to...desert- because...
A. unwilling C. nervouslyA. he was going fishing
B. slowly D. angrilyat Los Angeles
B. his holiday was just 5. As far as we, can tell from the
starting passage, Johnson's car broke
C. he was usually an
down because...
unlucky man A. the petrol pump did not work
D. his friends were going properly
to visit him B. there was something wrong
2. Johnson intended to stay
with one of its drains
first at...
C. the battery was not providing
A. Lake Mead C. Los Angeles
electricity
B. San Pedro D. Las Vegas D. he was driving across a large
3. Johnson's car broke down...
area of sand
A. after he had passed 6. Which way did Williams go when
San Pedro he left Johnson?
B.- before he left Santa A. He drove on to Las Vegas.
Barbara B. He went back to Los Angeles.
C. when he was approaching C. Perhaps he went to San Pedro.
the Mojave Desert D. He continued hsi journey to




II- Although war brings disaster and sorrow to many people, it also
brings wealth to others. Somewhere in England, if he is still alive,
one man lives in a fine house which he bought as a result of his
shrewd but illegal activities during the World War II. For two years
he was stationed in Ceylon (now called Sri Lanka) and had sufficient
money to be able to buy a large number of semi-precious stones.
Sapphires, rubies and other gems are mined in Sri Lanka and could
be bought cheaply during the war. Normal trade was stopped by the
war. so local jewellers were glad to accept whatever price they
could get from their few customers.
The prices which David had to pay were well below those for which
the jewels could be sold in Europe. but the Customs Duty was heavy.
so David made arrangements to avoid it.
At this time, food was strictly rationed to England, and many
people received food parcels from friends and relatives in Canada,
America, Australia and other parts of the world. David made up
food parcels in Ceylon and sent them to his wife in the U.K. Each
parcel contained one tin of cooking fat which he had opened in
his Army workshop. and which he had put as many jewels as possible
before sealing it again.
11. When David` s .wife first7. In the opening sentence. we
touched the stones. theyare told that war brings
*disaster. sorrow and wealth. were probably...
A. uncutWhich of these did it bring
to David and his wife? B. greasy
C. hotA. All three
D. roughB. Disaster-
12. What did David have to doC. Wealth
in his Army workshop asD. Sorrow
8. By calling David's activities part of his plan?
A. He made cooking fat' shrewd' the author shows a
B. He opened and re-sealedcertain amount of... for them.
tinsA. contempt
C. He put stones in bottlesB. admiration
of oil
C. jealousy
D. He concealed gems.insideD. wonder
9. In the first passage, 'stationed meat and 'other food
13. At this time, Canadians sentis used with the sense of...
food to England because...A. serving
A. there was shortage ofB. Captured
food in EnglandC. on the railway
B. as a result of the war..
D. waiting
people could not afford10. The Customs Duty mentioned
to buy much food
in the second para.graDh
C. Canadian food was much
would normally be paid...
cheaper at this timeA. by the sender
D. it is too cold in EnglandB. in Ceylon
to grow foodC. by the receiver
D. in Sri Lanka
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III (This passage is part of the annual report by the Secretary of the
Newtown Football Club It was written for the Committee of the Club)
During the past season, the Club played 42 matches. Of these,
34 were League and Cup games, and the remainder were friendly matches.
In the League, the Club dad a better season than in any previous
year, and finished in third place, two points behind the champions
Out of 28 League games, 16 were won, 8 were drawn and 4 were lost,
whilst the Club managed to reach the semi-finals of the Herald Cup
for the first time in its history. Of the eight friendly matches,
four were won, two were drawn, and two were lost, but these defeats
were at the hands of visiting teams whose standards were generally
much higher than those of players in this area.
At the same time, the standard of play shown by our own team
was markedly superior to that seen in previous years., and this
success is largely due to the intensive training programme
pioneered by the Committee and supervised by the team captain. In
this connection, the provision of adequate training facilities must
remain a priority, and the erection of an indoor gymnasium or hall
in which the players can practise on wet evenings is essential. It
would do much to supplement the outdoor training being carried on,
and would help the Club in the recruitment of younger players.












16.The team lost two friendly
games because...
A.it played away from home
B.it played badly
C.its opponen is were better
D.the referee was unfair
17.As a result of the Club's
training programme,...
A.it now has more players
than before
B.its opponents were definitely
superior
C.a second team was formed
D.the team played much better
18.'... the training programme
pioneered by the Committee.'
Here,the use of 'pioneered'
suggests that this type of
programme...
A.was new in the history
of the Club
B.required a major effort
by everybody concerned
C.was never really successful
D.required careful supervision
19.What is the main reason given
for urging that an indoor hall
should be built?
A.It would be better than
the existing training
outdoors.
B.At the moment,there is
no place for players to
train when it is raining.
C.It would attact younger
players because of the
better facilities.
D.This would made it possible
to form a second team.
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IV Mail service between the U.K. and U.S.A. developed slowly at
first. Occasional vessels made the crossing from the time of the
first colonization and their captains carried letters by private
azreement. Regular packet (or mail) service did not come until 1755.
Even then, shipwreck- rats and piracy were constant hazards.
Successive British governments tried to control ocean mail
although they did not have enough ships to carry it. Orders were
issued that captains of private vessels should hand over their
letters to a State agent at the first port of call. and that mail
for foreign parts should also go through the agent's office. Need-
less to say. captains and correspondents evaded these orders for
the same reasons that there were evasions on land: private carriage
was cheaper and avoided government spies who would not hesitate to
inspect the mail.
22. The British Government20. Which of these did I NOT apply
to the mail service from the sent some mail in private
U. K. to America in 1750? ships...
A. Ships carrying mail were A. so that they could attack
enemy ships in time of wassometimes lost at sea.
B. Rats might eat or damage .B. because it did not have
enough mail shipsthe mail.
C. There was trouble from C. to encourage the develop-
ment of the navypirates at times.
D. It was quite reliable and D. to avoid delays and
foreign spiesregular.
23. It seems likely that the21. Government regulations concern-
private vessels mentioneding the sending of mail...
in the first half of theA. were efficient and observed
second paragraph were...by nearly everybody
A. getting ready to leaveB. did not apply to private mail'
for overseas voyagesC. were unpopular with large
B. arriving from foreignnumbers of people
countriesD. prevented spying in Rritain
C. carrying mail on behalfand foreign countries
of the State
D. always inspected and
forced to obey the law
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v In November 1965, New York was blacked out by an electricity
failure. The authorities vowed that it would not happen again.
Pessimists were certain that it would occur again within five
years at the latest. In July 1977. there was a repeat performance
which produced varying degrees of chaos throughout the city of
eight million people. In 1965. the failure. occured in the cool
autumn and at a time of comparative prosperity. In 1977. the
disaster came when unemployment was high and the city was
suffering from one of its worst heat waves.
In' 1965, there was little crime or looting during the darkness.
and fewer than a hundred people were arrested. In 1977. hundreds
of stores were broken into and looted. Nearly 4000 people were
arrested but far more disappeared into the darkness of the night.
Some looters smashed shop windows and helped themselves to
jewellery, clothes or television sets. Others used carts and even
lorries to empty an entire store. Then they set up their own back-
street stores to dispose of looted goods for cash. The number of
policemen available was quite inadequate and they wisely refrained
from using their guns against mobs which far outnumbered them
and included armed men.
24. Look at the first paragraph. Who C. During a storm, lightning
were right: the authorities or damaged supply cables.
the pessimists? D. The passage does not
A. The authorities. mention the cause.
B. The pessimists. 28. As a result of the blackout
C. Both. in 1965.... hospitals
D. Neither were apparently prepared
25. In what way was the blackout of for a repetition.
A. no1977 not really a repeat perform
ance? B. some
A. There was much more disorder. C. most
B. This time the electricity D. few
supply failed.
29. Why did many looters escape?
C. It was quite unexpected.
A. The police could not
D. It did not occur within
see them in the dark.
five years of 1965.
B. N1any of the looters were
26. -As far as mr in±a.ining the peace
armed with guns.
was concerned, conditions in
C. There were not sufficient
1977 were comparatively....








27. What caused the blackout. in 30. Another way of saying.' to
July 1977? dispose of (looted goods)
A. Excessive heat probably made for cash' is by saying...
people switch on too many A. to strip them of their spare
electrical appliances. parts
B. Because of unemployment, B. to take them to pieces
0. to sell themsome machines were not in
D. to take stolen thingsproper working order.
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Date: 16-3-82FURM 4 BIOIUGY TEST
Time allowed: 35 minutes
Answer ALL questions.
Section A.Multiple choice questions.(60%)
1.The passage of solvent molecules from a dilute solution to a concentrated
solution through a semi-permeable membrane is defined as
A.active transport B.absorption C.osmosis
D.diffusion E.evaporation








3.If a living animal cell,e.g. red blood cell,is placed in distilled water,
it will
A.take up water by osmosis,swell up and finally burst.
B.take up water by active asorption.
C.take up water by osmosis,and oecome fully turgid.
D.lose water by osmosis and become wrinkled.
E.lose wate by evaporation and become wrinkled.
4.The potato strips shown in the diagram below are of the same length and thickness
which of them are soft and can be easily bent?
25% sugar solution
potato strip











5.Three Spirogyra filaments (a kind of green plant made up of a single-row of
cells)are taken from the stream.The first filament was placed in a
concentrated salt solution,the second in a dilute solution, and the third
in distilled water.After several minutes,it was found that the first
filament became plasmolysed,the second had no change, and the third became
fully turgid.
Which of the following is true in explaining the above results?
A.The concentrated salt solution is less concentrated than the cell content.
B.The concentrated salt solution is more concentrated than the cell contcnt.
C.The dilute salt solution is less concentrated than the cell content.
D.The dilute salt solution is more concentrated than the cell conternt.
E.The cell content is of the same concentration as water.
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6., Coacentraterl sugar solution is added to Visking tuoirig half-full.
The tuoing is tied to one end of a capillary tube and immersed in a dilute
sugar solution as shown in the following diagram.
The height of the liquid level in the capillary tube was taken every hour.





7. Which of the following are the correct explanations for the results of
the previous experiment?
(1) Turgidity is set up inside the Visking tubing.
(2) The Visking tubing is a semi-permeable membrane.
(3) Sugar molecules diffuse from the concentrated to the dilute solution
(4) hater molecules passes from the dilute sugar solution to the
concentrated sugar solution.
(5) A difference of osmotic pressure in the two solutions is set up.
B. (3), (4) and (5) only.A. (2), (3) and (4) only.
D. (2), (3), (4) and (5) only.C. (1), (2), (4) and (5) only.
E. (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5)•
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8. A number of fresh potato cylinders of 1 cm in diameter and 3 cm in length
divided into six groups. They were quickly placed in one of the different
sucrose solutions. After ten hours, the cylijders were taken out and











Which one of the following statements MiNUT oe deduced from the graph?
Which
A. The cell menorane was seti-permeable only when it was alive.
B. The potato cylinders absorbed water when placed in hypotonic solution.
C. The length of the cylinders decreased when placed in hypertonic solution.
D. The concentration of the cell content was equal to that of 0.35 1.1 sucrose
solution.E. There is no net gain or loss of water when the sucrose solution is iostonic
to .the cell content.
Two seedlings
salt solution and the second in a dilute salt solution. The first seed]ing turgid.wilted (i.e. all the leaves hanged down), and the second remained turgid.
This showe that
A. Root hairs wet dariaged when seedling's were taken out of the soil.
B. The concentr ated salt solution was hypertonic to the cells of the seedlings.
C. The cell contents were hypotoizic to the dilute salt solution.
D. The salt iv:as poisonous to living plants.
E. The first seedling lost too much water by transpiration.
10. Which of the following is the correct order of changes happening in theigmented cells of a leaf epidermis which are placed in concentrated soluijon.
2 31
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11. Three half-potatoes had their skins peeled away and cut as shown-below
I gm of sugar 1 gmof salt 1 gm of sand
i
1 2 3
Each was put in a dish of distilled water. L gram of sugar, salt and 'salad
was separately put in the cavity of each potato. After some time which potato(es
would have the cavity/cavities full of liquid?
A. 1 only. B. 2.ony. C. j only.
D. 1 and 2 only. E. 1, 2 and 3
12. There are two equal groups of potato cubes. One group has been immersed in
concentrated sugar solution, the other in tap water. The two groups are
then weighed separately to find out their changes in total weight.
What will the weighing tell?
Weight of potato cubes in Weight of potato cubes in
tar) Ovate r sugar solution
A. decreased increased
'decreasedB. decreased
C. no change np change
D. increL serf decreased
E. increuserA increased
13. If the content of the red, blood cell has a concentration of 0.9 P, in which of
the following solutions will haemolysis occur?
A. O.2 M 3. 0.9 M C. 1.6 M D. 2.3 ICI 3.0 M
14. which of the following comparisons between plasmolysis and haemolysis is
NUT true?
Plasmolysis Ha emolysis
uccurs in hyootonic -solution(1) Occurs in hypertoni c solutions.
(2J .Tat es Place in plant cells Takes place in' red blood cells.
Watera.s4Psut. of t.hP' rt11 c Water passes into the cells.
A. (1) -only. B. (2) only. . c. (3) only
D. (1) am (2) only E. (2) and (3) only.
15. When a strip of epide this is immersed in tap water, the cells are found to be
very turgid. Which of the following processes is responsible for the charge
A. Diffusion. B. Plasmoly,sis C. Haemolysis
D. Absorption, E. usmosis.
16_ A student stripped off a small piece of the lower epic3.ermis, mounted on
a slide, and observed under the microscope. The stomata appeared as
shown in the diagram below.
Which of the f oll-owing is true in explaining
the a nnearanc e of the stomata?
A. The guard cells lose water due to evaporation.
B. The r uard cells lose water because some water
has been used for photosynthesis.
C. The guard cells neither gains or loses water..
D. The guard cells Ca--in water because the osmotic
pressure of the cytoplasm is low.
E. The guard cells gain water due to. increased
concentration of sugar.
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17. Which of the following are. the Possible functions of transpiration?
1. Excretion of excess water
2. Transportation of food.
3. Transportation of water and. minerals.
4. Cooling effect.
5. Photosynthesis.
C. 1,3 and 4 only.B. 2,3 and 4 only.A. 1, 2 and 4 only.
E. 2, 4 and 5 only.D. 1,3 and 5 only.
18. Which of the following factors has the MOST direct effect on the
share of guard cells?
A. Intensity of sunlight
B. The pH of the cell sap of the guard cells.
C. The humidity of the atmosphere.
D. The respiratory rate inside the guard cells.
E. The number of chloroplasts inside the guard cells.
19. A student set up an apparatus as in the following diagram. There are
certain mistakes in the set'. The mistakes are,: 1. A whole plant should
be used.
2. The end of the shoot
should be put under
Lesty 4wig
water.
Resenoir 3. The' water in- the; flask
should be coloured.
4. There should be no air
in the flask.
5. The flask should be
covered with black
paper.
A. 1 and 2 only.
B. 2 and 4 only.
C. 1,2- and 4 only.
D. -1,2 and 5 only.Fiesk
E. 1,3 and 5 only.
-Directions :The- following 4 _questions refer to the diagram-below, which.






20. The plastic bag is used to prevent
A. the growth of bacteria.
B. production of carbon dioxide by the respiration of soil bacteria.
C. water vapour from the soil.
D. oxygen from the photosynthesis of green algae in the soil.
E. production of heat by the bacteria in the soil.
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21. Vaseline is smeared on the rim of the bell-jar'to prevent
A. air entering the bell-jar from outside-
B. .water vapour entering the. bell--jar from outside.
C. air passing out from the bell-jar.
D. bacteria entering the bell-jar from outside.
E. heat passing out from the bell-jar.
22. A control is set up. The control is similar to the apparatus shown
in the diagram except
A. without. the plant
B. without the plant and the pot
C. without the plastic bag
D. without the bell-jar.
E. placing the control in darkness
23. Some liquid drops are observed on the wall of the bell-jar. Which of
the following substances can be used to show that the liquid is water
1. anhydrous cobalt chloride
2. anhydrous copper sulphate
3. anhydrous sodium hydroxide
4. anhydrous calcium chloride
C. 3 and 4 only.B. 2 and 3 only.A. 1 and 2. only.
E: 1, 2, 3 and 4.D. 1 and 4 only.
Directions: The following five questions refer to an experiment






24.Why is the lower part of the leafy shoot cut under water when setting
up the experiment ?
(1) To remove any dead tissue from the lover part.
(2)prevent air bubbles from blocking the xylem vessels.
(3)To allow water entering the xylwm vessels.
C. (1) and (2) only.B. (3) only.A. (1) only.
E. (1),(2) and (3).D. (2) and (3) only.
25. The apparatus is used to measure directly the rate of




26. The apparatus is placed in a greenhouse. Under which of the following
sets of conditions would the air bubble in the apparatus move fastest?
A. Warm, dry and well ventilated.
B. Warm, dry and poorly-ventilated.
C. Warm, humid and poorly-ventialted.
D. Cold, dry and well-venti la-ted.
.E. Cold, humid and well-ventilated.
27. Which of the following precaution(s) is/are. necessary in order to
perform 'the experiment?
1. The apparatus must be air-tight.
2. The leafy shoot must be cut under water.
3. There must be no air bubble in the capillary tube.
A. 3 only. B. 2 and 3 only. C. 1 and 3 only.
D. I and 2 only. E. 1,- 2 and 3.
?8. The purpose of having a reservoir in the apparatus is to
1. adjust the position of the air bubble by pushing it towards
the open end of the capillary tube.
2. prevent evaporation.-
3. introduce an air bubble into the capillary tube.
A. 1 only. B. 1 and 2 only. C. 2 and 3 only.
D. 1 and 3 only. E. 1, 2 and 3.
Directions: The next two questions are about an experiment performed
on four leaves P, R, R and S, of similar size. The.leaves
are cut off from the same plant and their cut ends
vaselined. The treatment to their lower and upper surfaces
and the respective percentage loss in weight of these
leaves after having hung in an-airy place for four hours
are given below:
Percentae loss in weightTreatmentLeaf
2.5Lower surface is vaselinedP
Upper surface is vaselined 5.0Q
0Both surfaces are vaselinedR
6.0Both surfaces are not vaselinedS
29. The use of vaseline in the experiment is to
A. prevent the death and decay of the plant cells.
B. stop the entry of carbon, dioxide.
C. protect the leaves from bacterial infection.
D. prevent the leaves from absorbing moisture'.
E. prevent the leaves from losing water..
30. Which of the following conclusion can be drawn from the experiment?
(1) Loss in weight of the leaves is due to death and decay of the
leaf cells.
(2) Loss in weight of the leaves is due to evaporation from the
leaf surfaces.
(3) ],,,ore water is lost from the lower surface than the upper
surface of a leaf.
C. (1) and (2) only.B. (3) only.A. (1) only.
E. (1), -(2) and (3).D. (2) and (3) only.
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Section B (4+0%)
The diagram on the right shows the L.S. of a root tip.
X and Y represent single cells taken from the zones
z Zindicated by the arrows.
1. What is the importance of structure A in the root tip ?
D
C
2. Name the process which often taken place in cells of
type X, but rarely in cells of type Y
3. Name the process by which cells grow from condition X
to condition Y.
B
4. What is the most abundant substance in cell Y ? A





6. what is structure E ? Give one function of it.
7. In the. space below, draw a diagram showing the distribution of tissues of the root
when it is cut across the line Z- Z'.
ANSWER FOR SECTION A
1. 2. 4 5.3. 6. 8.7
. 12.10. 14.11. 15. 16..13




FL)hM 4 BIOLOGY TEST Date: 27-- 4- 82
Answer ALL questions.
SECTIOI4 A-- Multiple Choice questions. (60x)
1. An experiment is set up as shown in the diagram below:
inverted thistle funnel
- concentrated sugar solution
- water
0 cellophane (semi--permeable)
The height of liquid (h) inside the inverted thistle funnel is measured at






2. A plant cell is in a turgid con.iition when
A. it is put in an isotonic solution
B. it is haemolyseti
C. water enters it am causes the vacuole to pi ess -the cytoplasm agai z it the
Cell wall.
D it is plasnoiysed
E. it is put in a hypertonic solution.
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A Viskirig's tubing tied at one end with a knot is halfly filled with dilute
sugar solution, and then the other end is also tied. The tubing is now
imnersed into a beaker of concentrated sugar solution. It is weighed at





Which of the followings provide(s) suitable explanation for the result obtained
in the previous experiment?
1. Sugar molecules diffuse from a region of high sugar concentration to
a region of low sugar concentration.
2. Water molecules move from a region of low sugar concentration (i.e. high
water concentration) through a semi-permeable membrane to a region of
high sugar concentration (i.e. low water concentration).
3. The driving force of this molecular movement is due to the osmotic
pressure inside the tubing being greater than that of the surrouiuiing solution.
C. 3 only.B. 2 unly.A. 1 only.
E. 2 and 3 only.D. 1 and 2 only.
A strip of_ raw potato was put into a beaker containing concentrated sugar colution.
After several hours it became limp and soft. Which of the following is the-
proper explanation for such a change?
A. The cells were killed by the concentrated sugar solution.
B. The supporting tissues of the potato were dissolved by the concentrated
sugar solution.
C. The potato strip lost water to the concentrated sugar solution.
D. The glucose present .in the potato cells had passed out.
E. The potato cells absorbed water from the concentrated sugar solution.
An experiment is set up as in the diagram below. what will be the charge in-
liquid level X and Y at the erid of he experiment?
water





A. X 'rises and Y falls. D. Both X and Y rise.
B. Y rises and A fal1 E. Both X and Y remain unchanged.
C. Both X and Y fall.
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Directions: Questions?'- 10 refer to the diagram below which shows an















9.The caavity labelled (3) is
A.empty
B.filled with a solution with the sam concentration as that bathing the cells
C.filled with a solution more dilute than that surrounding the cells.
D.Filled with a soulution more dilute than the cytoplasm of the cell.
E.filled with a solution more dillute than the cytoplasm of the cell.
10.The solution x bathing the cell-is
A.hypertonic to the cell.
B.isotonic with the cell
C.hypotonic to the cell
D.less concentrated than the cell content
E.more dilute than the cell content
11.Which of the following statements about the root of a green plant are
NOT correct?
1.Roots can only grow underground.
Roots cannot absorb mineral salt if the surrounding soil water is
too dilute.
3.Roots are mainly used for absorption and anchorage.
Roots do not require oxygen because they are growing in soil.
A.All except (1). B.All except (2). C.All except (3).
D.All except (4). E.All of them.
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Directions:Questions 12-15 refer to the rliagram below which shows a part
of the transverse section of a young foot in soil.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
12.Which structure(s) make(s) up the vascular bundle of the root?
A.5 only. B.6 only. C.7 only.
D.5 and 6 only. E.6 and 7 only.
13.Which structure is responsible for the upward transportation of water and
mineral salts?
A.5 only. B.6 only. C.7 only.
D.5 and 6 only. E.6 and 7 only.
14.Which of the cells shown.is NOT living?
A.3 B.4 C.5 D.6 E.7
15.When the root absorbs water, which of the following statements is true?
A.1 has higher osmotic pressure than 2.
B.2 has higher osmotic pressure than 1.
C.2 has higher osmotic pressure than 3.
D.3 has higher osmotic pressure than 4.
E. None.of the above.
16.During transpiration, the water vapour is given off through the:
1. stomata 3. leaf veins
2. cuticle 4. lenticels
A. 1 only. B 1 and 2 only. C. 1 and 4 only.
D. 1,2 and 4 only. E. 1,3 and 4 only.
17.Name the gas(es) that pass(es) out of the stomata during the day.
A. oxygen only.
B. oxygen and carbon dioxide only.
C. Carbon dioxide only.
D. Oxygen and water vapour only.
E. Carbon dioxide and water vapour only.
18. A guard cell differe from the epidermal cells in that it possesses
A. cell wall. B. vacuole C. nucleus
D. cytoplasm E. chloroplasts
19.Which of the following is NOT a structural adaptation for a plant to grouw
in a dry area?
A. Thick cuticle.
B. Hairs on the epidermis.
C. Sunken stomata.
D. Needle-like leaves.
E. Falling of leaves in winter
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Initial weight of the potometer = 500 g
Final weight of the potometer = 492 g
Initial reading on the graduated tube = 12
Final reading on the graduated tube = 2.c.c
Time for the experiment = hour
The rate of transpiration of the leafy shoot is
A. 2 c.c./hr B.3 c.c./hr C.4 c.c./hr
D.6 c.c./hr E.8 c.c./hr
1 The amount of water retained in the plant during the experiment is
A.0 c.c. B. 2 c.c. C. 4 c.c.
D. 6 c.c. E. 8 c.c.
2 The use(s) of the water re water retained in the plant is/are
1. as a raw material in photosynthesis.
2. as a constituent of cytoplasm.
3. maintaining the turgidity of the cells.
A. 1 only. B. 2 only C. 1 and 2 only.
D. 1 and 3 only. E. 1, 2 and 3.
3 the use of the oil layer on the top of the water level in the graduated
glass tube is to
A. give a weight on the water columm.
B. lubricate the inner surface of the graduated tube.
C. prevent the evaporation of water from the graduated tube.
D. act as a marker to show the position of the water level.
E. prevent the water vapour in the atmosphere to go into the water in the
graduated tube.
4 An experiment is set up as in the diagram.
The change is weight as shown by the spring
balance can be used to measure the rate of
A. water absorption of the plant.
B. respiration of the plant.
C. photosynthesis of the plant.
C. growth of the plant.
E. transpiration of the plant.
spring balance




Directions: The following. two questions refer to the diagram below which
shows a bubble potometer set up to compare the rates of








25. In setting up the apparatus, which of the following precautions have to be
taken? (1) Avoid wetting the leaf surgaces.
(2) Ensure air-tight connections at X and Y.
(3) Pour a.thin layer of oil on the water surface in the beaker.
A. (1) only. B. (2) only.
D. (1) and (2) only. E. (2) and (3) only.
C. (3) only.
26. The rate of transpiration of the
leafy. shoot were measured at
various conditions and the results
were obtained, as shown in the
diagram on the right,
When compared with the control,
Which condition had the greatest
effect of the rate of transpiration?
A. In a windy environment.
B. At high temperature.



















27. The following is the daily weather record of an area measured over a
period of five days.




















Assuming all other factors are constant,on which day will the transpiration
rate of a plant be the greatest ?
A. Day 1 B. Day 2 C. Day 3 D. Day 4 E. Day 5
28. The force(s)responsible for the upward transport of water in plants is/are
1.root pressure.
2.stem pressure.
3.cohesion and adhesion forces.
4.transpiration pull
A. 1 only.
D. 3 and 4 only.
B. 4 only.
E. 2, 3 and 4 only.
C. 1 and 2 only.
Directions The following two questionsrefer to the diagram below.
which shows a way to comppare the rate od transpiration




29.Which of the following is the correct colour change in the anhydrous
cobalt chloride paper ?
A. From blue to pink.
B. From blue to white.
C. From white to paink.
D From pink to blue.
E. From pink to white.
30.The speed of colour change in the cobalt chloride paper in the above
experiment is related wit
1. the density of the stomata.
2.the size of the leaf.
3.the thickness of the cuticle.
A. 1 only.
D. 1 and 3 only.
B. 2 only.




SECTION A:(Answers) 1. 2. 3.
4. 5. 5. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.
13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21.
22. 23. 24. 25. 26. 27. 28. 29. 30.
SECTION B: 40%
1.Amoeba and red blood cells were placed ito beakers containing three different
solutios,x,y and z.
Amoeba red blood cell
x y z
The following observations were made after l hour:
Amoeba Red Blood Cells
X Increased slightly in size Burst
Y No change in size No cnange in size
Z Shrink Shrink
a)Which solution has the highest solute concentration?Briefly explain how
you derive your answer irom the information given.
b)Explain how the Amoeba can emain unburst in solution X.
c)What conclusion can be drawn from the phenomenon observed in solution Y?
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2.Samples of raw potato strips of equal length (8 cm) are put into a series of
sugar solutions of different concentrations which vary from 0% (distilled
water) to 25%.
The final length of. the potato strips are measured after four hoursand the







waler 5 10 15 20 25 30
Sycrise cincentration
a) From the results, find the sucrose concentration which ia likey to bo
the osmotic conecentration fo the potato cells.
b) What is the length of the potato strip in distilled water?
Why is there an increase in length ?
c) What is the length of the potato strip in 16% sucrose solution?
Briefly explain why there is a decrease in length.
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APPENDIX F
DATA RECEIVED BY CONTROL GROUP
Age in Pretest Posttest Pretest Posttst
Code Sex Honths IQ English English Biology Biology
17 2 216 112 11 10 20 57
110 1 200 132 9 6 18 40
119 1 204 127 10 8 61 57
123 1 201 121 9 11 55 50
124 1 216 131 12 9 39 53
125 2 197 130 10 7 59 37
126 2 204 129 13 10 42 23
129 2 211 130 9 8 70 67
133 2 189 133 6 8 70 37
135 2 204 101 7 9 70 70
139 2 198 116 9 14 50 43
22 1 191 133 12 8 46 73
23 2 195 130 10 13 71 67
25 2 182 124 10 9 57 67
27 2 192 126 12 11 65 60
215 1 197 123 7 12 51 70
218 1 199 126 9 10 31 70
200 1 216 126 9 7 44 60
225 2 213 131 14 13 50 47
234 2 217 123 14 7 42 33
235 2 186 132 9 10 85 63
240 2 211 127 12 14 18 30
31 1 203 138 11 6 38 50
34 1 184 140 10 17 36 33
36 1 218 118 7 12 27 53
315 1 220 142 7 8 41 20
319 1 201 140 9 9 45 63
322 1 185 140 10 4 65 80
323 1 210 135 10 9 54 70





DATA RDCEIVED BY EXPERIMENTAL GROUP
Age in Pretest Posttest Present Posttest
Code sex Months IQ English English Biology Biology
14 2 235 130 7 9 64 63
15 2 216 107 8 11 38 73
19 2 192 101 9 12 27 53
113 2 207 111 10 8 32 73
115 1 206 132 9 10 25 43
117 1 197 130 11 12 56 77
118 1 202 130 9 14 44 43
122 1 197 132 5 11 25 39
130 2 193 118 6 12 28 47
131 2 204 123 8 12 16 40
140 2 204 125 7 13 72 57
29 2 189 140 10 12 42 60
214 2 155 129 14 17 50 63
216 1 190 130 15 10 53 72
217 1 202 140 8 10 34 70
221 2 191 122 7 10 30 57
230 2 195 123 8 25 66 60
238 2 211 230 8 12 36 60
32 1 196 140 11 9 58 70
35 1 216 130 10 12 56 83
38 1 168 126 8 10 72 87
39 2 193 121 16 17 62 70
311 2 195 140 15 17 64 50
316 1 197 121 6 7 61 70
321 1 204 129 6 13 45 73
324 1 209 117 11 11 42 63
326 1 192 142 8 8 28 60
329 1 192 126 9 8 54 73
330 1 199 116 13 14 63 80
332 1 193 126 9 14 50 70
1=Maie
2=Femaie


